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OCTOGENARIAN
GUTS HIS THROAT
Riley Jones, Eighty Six Years
Old, May Die
Too Weak To Stand, He Leans
Against Fence and Meshes
Neck With Rusty Barlow.
SIPPIrlaalIii FROM BLOOD LOSS
With his throateut from ear to
ear, Riley Jones, 86'Yee -s o:d, of
ISO Woodward avenue, is lying in a
precarious condition from hasii of
blood. He was found in the haeli,
yard yesterday morning by hIs i
daughter, Mrs. William Knighewithl
whom he resides. He Is partially
blind and melancholy.
His little grand-daughter led him
out in the yard, when - be began
slashing at his throat with a bar-
low knife. The wound 4 not deep,
but it required ten stitches to close
It. Several small blood .vessels were
severed and the aged man bled pro-
fuseeiy. The loss of blood has great-
ly weakened him. Dr. Carl M. Sears
attended him.
Members of the family think Mr.
Jones is unbalanced. He waa BO fee-
ble be could not stand alone, and he
leaned against at fence, while he
sawed at his throat with the rusty
knife.
FEAST OF PAtiS()V}.311.
WILl Begin On Friday of This Week
—Lasts Seven Days.
The Feast of the Passover in
commemoration of the escape of the
Hebrews in Egypt when God smiting
the first-borns of the Egyptians,
"passed over" the houve of Israel
which were marked wits the blood of
the eisaeltal lamb, begies Oft Prittan
which is the 14th day of Abib or
Nisei* the first latilath of the sacred
year. It will include the seven days
following. Unleavened bread only is
eaten at this time, hence It is, also,
known as the "Feast of the unleav-
ened bread." It Is one of the most
beautiful and important of the year-
ly feasts of Israel. At Temple Israel
the services in commemoration of the
Passover will be held: This week on
Friday evening at 7:30 and Satur-
day at 10 a. m.: next week Thurs-
day night and Friday morning.
SURPRISED HIGHWAYMEN.
Meet Three Policemen In Buggy At
Night.
Three would-be highwaymen stop-
ped City Physician Harry Williamson
Saturday In his buggy at 4:30 o'clock
in the morning on South
Sixth street near the Frank-
ltn school, _end found them-
selves face to face with a whole bat-
tery ready for action. Dr. William-
son had been out on Mill street at-
tending-a negro cut in-a fight and
on his way back he met two police-
men coming into the city. They
climbed into the buggy and when
they got to the Franklin school three
white men commanded them to stop.
and asked for a match. One of the
policemen recognized the men and
said, "I've heard that match racket
before. What are you boys doing out
on the street this time of night?
1i • Now clear out home." Dr. William-
son knowing what an armament he
had In the buggy with him, cheer-
fully stopped on the command, and
the three men departed greatly dis-
concerted. "Either one of those men
would cut your throat for a quarter."
said one of the policement to Dr.
Williamson. .
NEW UNION SCALE
Probably Will Re Resisted By Con-
tractors In This City.
All interest is being centered by
union men in the demands for an
Increase filed by the union carpen-
ters and painters. Mach asks for an
increase fropt 35 rents to 40 cents
the boor an41 it is stated that the de-
mand will he opposed by the con-
tractors. Bob Long. whp has just or-
ganized a new painting firm, hss
signified his Intention of Melting up
the new settle. Ills action may he the
incentive to others, but In the case
of the carpenters, no talk is heard.
The carpenters have until April 1,
before the new scale goes into effect
The paintrs have until April 10,
Net' a Candidate.
John Sheehan denies that he Is a
candidate tor schoel triode* on the
Deineeratle ticket.
WEATHER FORECAST.
C C, T D
Partly cloudy tonight











N.ew Yoilt,,. March 25.—John
D. Rockefellier;ii, has given up
hi% bible class at the Fifth Ave-
nue Baptist church for theArres-
Went, owing to ill'health. He.
said to be on the verge of lea,
nervous breekdomon. Physicians
advised hint to take a long rest.
CHILDsMURDERED.
Detroit, Mich., March 23.—
A six-year-old boy, whose Identi-
ty is not established, was bru-
tally murdered last night, His
body, with a deep gash across
his head, was discovered in A
trench behind a place at Leydon
Ford, where men have been at
work. Had his feet not been left
uncovered probably the murder
never would have been discover-
ed.
WTNT BURIED.
Washington, D. C., March 23.
—The remains of the late Brig-
selh.r General Wint, who died In
Philadelphia, were brought
__here Citis afternoon and buried
with military honors In Arling-
ton cemetery.
ROOSEVELT.
Philadelphia, March 25.— The
North American says the pre-
ponderance of opinion in letters
received by that {wiper from this
section is that President ROOSe-
velt should be renominated, de-
spite his repeated declarations
that he woukl not accept.. Those
who hold this view maintain
that only Roeevelt can carry
out effectively the policies he
has inaugurated.
CHOIR TRAGEDY.
Springfield, Ill., Marsh 23.—
Peter (lark shot and killed Mrs.
Hill on an internrban car near
here today Both are prominent
choir leaders. The cause of the
tragedy is not yet known.
S('HOONER STRANDED.
Washireetore March 25.—The
life saving eerviee received a
message today from the station
at Awateague, Va., stating that
the schotmer,Wititcomb. of Por-
to Rico, to New York, is strand-
ed off there. The crew is saved.
INTERVENTION.
Washington, March 23.—The
success, which has attended the
Nicaraguan arme againet Hondu-
ras, has reached such a stage
that efforts of the United States
and WSW() to prevent further
fighting will he renewed with
energy.
MARKET PANICKY.
New York, 'March Trad-
ing eas again desnornlized on
'stock exchange today. In the
first hour 32 stocks sold beloW
!WIMP they (Pouched In the panic
of March 14, At 2 o'clock the
market was still weak with hear
traders Intensifying the demoral-
ization hp offering stork,' (-mein-
naRy. No failures marked the
drop In pricer'.
GRAIN MARKF,T,
Cincinnati, March 25. —







4etective!' are now in
charge of the search for little
liforsee Marlin, who ribrappeered
two weeks ago. It P. intimated
arrest!' may he mode before
night. It he under...food Pinker-
tons are convinced some of Mer-




Dick Fowler Returns Ni ith
Four Casualties
Hoodlums On Boat Started Row and
Rocks Began Flying Toward
Crowded Steamer.
FOUR PEOPLE SEVERELY HURT
THE INJURED.
William Sheerer, hand bruised.
William Baker, ankle brubeel.
W. H. Clemente, jaw bruised.
Unknown girl, face bruised
and cut.
Four were injured In an attack on
the steamer Dick Fowler, carrying
540 excurelonists, by 25 men yester-
day afternoon at Smithland. Rocks
Were hurled promiscuously into the
crowd on the boat and the fact that
few were injured is considered
wimaeful. Because of the crowd it
was Impossible to get all passengers
inside the cabin, and hundreds had
to stand on the hurricane deck and
on the cabin deck fully exposed to the
rocks.
It was 4: 45 o'clock when theaboat
left the Smithland bank. A Party bi
boys stood on the 'hurricane deck and
started the bombardment. (Mr. John
Helmets and his invalid mother sat
Just under the headlight on the same
deck. Mrs, Holmes Is forced to walk
on crutches, and when She fusillade
began could not in the abort time
seek shelter. MT. Holmes, chief en-
gineer of the water company, stood
bravely in front of his aged mother
and shebtered her. Several large
rocks narrowly missed them, and
Captain Mark dole, standing on the
headlight bridge was also in danger.
and kept dodging to escape the mls-
alles.
"The row WRS started by a rowdy
element on the boat, boys about It;
years old who came upon the boat
with rocks." Capt. Mark Cale de
dared." The mate made several
empty their pockets, suspecting that
they would start trouble. Banana
peelings were wadded up and thrown
ashore first, and later a rock was
hurled into the crowd on the bank.
This started the fusillade and rocks
of every size began coming. It is
really wonderful that some were not
seriously wounded."
Oaptaln Cole rushed teethe side of
a young lady who was struck in the
face. She vets not badly injured
and hastened below to dress the
wound. Her name was not secured.
W. H. Clement., a former street
car conductor, of 1147 South Third
street, received a wound on the right
cheek.
Detective Will Baker was struck
on the ankle.
Wiliani Sherrer, a stepson of Gies-
cer J. W. Orr, was struck, on the
right hand.
The greatest excitement prerailed
and It is Paid some of those guilty are
known and will be prosecuted.
"This is the last excursion we
will carry to Smith-land," a member
of the crew declared. "'Iles Is the
second time trouble has occurred."
NIGHT RIDERS AT
WORK IN CALD WELL
Princeton, Ky., March 25.—Night
riders are again at work in Caldwell
county. Saturday and Sunday nights
a band rielted_ leading Independent
totem() growers end destroyed their
'tobacco beds by- tearing off the cov-
ers and sprinkling clover seed and
salt In the mud.
A. n. WINFER1(14 FUNERAL.
Body Will Re !turfed in Oak Grove
(vmetery Tomorrow.
The funeral Of A. Bs Winfrey, late
es-latent mutter mechanic of the tAt-
tantk Come bine, who died at Way-
vrom, Ge., will take place tomorrow
morning at le o'clock, at the home.
Tvrelftlt ead Jefferson streets. The
hurtai will be In Oak Grove cemetery
The Rev. W. /4, Ciave *91 conduct
rhe service,. The pallbearers are:
Messrs. (1. Robertson, Jim 1,loyd,
Mir Mitts, Mike Kelley, Joe Westin,
Ed Amlin,
"ei• wanted right in and turned around and walked right out •gain."
—Webster in Chicago !Mar Ocean.
MECHANICSBURG GREATER PADUCAH 'FIREMAN GRIMES
BAPTIST CHURCH DAY IS TOMORROW DIES OF INJURY
Seems Certainty Since hood Commercial Club Will Dragnet' Scalded in Yards at Fulton
Start Towaird Edifice .Has
Been Made During Present
Revival
EXCELLENT RESULTS SO FAIR.
Remarkable success continues to
attend the Mechanicsburg East Bap-
tist church revival, under the leader-
ship of the Rev. E. H. Cunningham.
Ninety additions have been made to
the ehgrch. A class of 34 were bap-
tized Sunday afternoon in the back-
water on Yeiser avenue, and there
are 15 more to be baptized. At the
meeting last night, subscription of
$1,240 was raised in a short time
among the members. and the hand-
some collection will go toward a new
church expected to be built immedi-
ately. The revival is growing daily in
interest and before it is closed, is
expected to establish a new record,
Dr. Cnnniagham is ably assisted by
Mil. Crouse. lats. Holcomb, of May-




Soy's Foot Caught but_lestgloe Was
‘.14tlippped,
With his right foot securely held
between The drawheads of two freight
ears, Headlich Miller, colored, eleven
year sold, was rescued by da., C. & St.
L. railroad switchmen just in time.
in another few seconds he would
have falleti and probalily been ground
to death underneath the wheels of
the cars Saturday night at 7 o'clock
at Oahlwell and Norton streets.
The boy yews going to his home on
Caldwell street near Seventh etree(.
The switch engine wits working with
a string of cars. The ears were
standing across Tenth on Norton
street and the boy stanted to jump
through. As he did the engine
bumped into the string. His right
foot was caught by the drawheads
and he began to scream. Switchmen
heard him but on account of the
darkness could not see. They sag-
haled the engineer and the engine re-
mained immovable. A search re-
vealed tfie boy. Dr. Frank Boyd was
summoned and divested the injured
foot. It Is thought the foot will not
have to be amputated.
Robert Guthrie Injured.
Robert Gitthrie, son of Mr Ell
Guthrie, Is suffering at Danville, Ky.,
from a broken ankle hohe. He la at-
tending college there and Injured
1.1011901f while pfacticIng athletics.
Si)




Tomorrow is Greater Paducah Day.
and badges pledging the wearer to
talk and work for his city will be
seen on every street.
The Commercial club has adopted
It as 'Field Day and a special effort
will be made to double the member-
ship of the organization. President
H. C. Rhodes has appointed, seven-
teen committees, and divided the city
into 41stricts, each committee having
distriot. Over the territory the
committeemen will draw a dragnet.
They will visit every man in their
district and indnce hint to become
either an active or associate member
of the Commercial club,
It Is expected that many volun-
teers will appear at the club rooms
tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock. Im-
mediately after dinner the commit'
Ices will aesemble and start out on
r proselytIng tour. They will
bout three weeks on the work.
THAW TO SUBMIT
TO INQUISITION
New York, March 25.-- Harry
Thaw. It is said, has changed his
mind about appearing before the
Lunacy. commission, In case ohe is
ordered, lie first said he would never
submit to examination, but now he
is confident that-any commission will
find him sane.
GOLDEN CROSS CONVENES
IN THIS CITY ON APRIL I
R. A. Barnes, grand commander
for Kentucky of the United Order of
the Golden Cross, is in the city to
make arrangements for the encamp-
ment, which will be held In Padu-
cah April 11. It is the annual con-
vention of fhe organisation and will
be attended by 76 delegates.
Marled in Name Grave.
Denton, Ky., March 25.---Squire S.
8, dope, aged eighty-seven, and
Thome,' Pace, aged eighty, brothers-
in-law, died yesterday, and were bur-
led today in the same grave yard. A
large attended the funeral.
Saturday Morning When
Cab of Engine is Torn Away
by Co llision
BURNED lanpm HEAD TO POGL
Charles Grimes, 21 settee old, who
was horribly scalded at Fulton, Sat-
urday morning at 2 o'clock, died on
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock at the
Illinois central hospital. His father
Wale- at bit bedside when death came.
Grirnee was learning the road. He
was in his aab in the yards at Fulton
when a string of ears side swiped the
engine and fere off the cab. Escaping
steam spread over him and his com-
panion, Jesse Murrell, the regular
fireman. Both were brought
here Saturday at noon for treatment
in the hospital. Not a sound piece of
skin two inches in extent could be
found on Grimes' body. Ills condi-
tion was conaddered_ hopeless from
the outset..
Grimes resided In Walton and was
popular and well known. His body
e-as taken to that city last night and
will ae buried today. He :eaves his
father and teveral other -relatives in
fulton.
Morrell Is getting along nicely
anti will recover. His burns were
cemparatIvely slight.
GIVE AWAY BABY.
Salvation Army Has (lone Limit in
Peenitam Line,
"A Baby Will Be Given Away Wed-
nesday Night."
This sign on a placatrd in front of
the Salvation Army headquarters, 110
Broadway, is causing considerable
comment.
All sorts of premiums are offered
In this commercial age to attract
people, but the Salvation Army ham
gone the limit. It 191 announced that
Wednesday night at the meeting con-
ducted by Major William Estrott, a
baby will be given away. This func-
tion is likely to attract a large crowd.
It la not the fine time the Salvation
Army has given away 5 babe Major








kept busy In the
working small
were overturned
In the south yards and a flat broken
In two on the "Y" was also picked up.
On the jaoltingearack a ear did a




Arthur Simon, Eight Years
Old, Has Skull Fracture
A. Garner, Chauffeur of _Machine, At
Liberty. Under Bawd of 01,000
to Appear.
MAX MARKS INJURED ON HEAD
As the result of a distressing au-
tomobile accident at Broadway and
Fourth streets yesterday afternoon
about 2:30 o'clock, Arthur Simon,
the eight-year-old son of Moses Simon
of 312 Jackson street, is lying at
Riverside hospital with a fracture of
the skull and a broken leg: and Max
Marks, the eleven-year-old son of
-Moses Marks, of 730 Jefferson street,
Ls lying at his home with his scalp
partially torn away.
They were struck and run over br
a machine driven by A. Garner, a
chauffeur for Foreman Bros. Gar-
ner was ar-rested on the charge of
disorderly conduce, and released un-
der a bond of $1I40. In the automo-
bile with him were Samuel. Albrittoa,
of Mayfield: Fred Gillan, Isaac Sulli-
van and William R. Fienneberger, of
this city.
The additional charge of assault
and battery was entered against Gar-
ner this morning and he was releas-
ed on bond of $1,000 furnished by
Foreman Bros.
The auto was running east on the
north side of Broadway at the time.
A street car -had stopped on the west
side of Fourth street and the little
boys were directly in the way of the
automobile beside the rear end of the
street car.
There was a considerable crowd
at the corner, and as the boys were
struck, they screamed in agony and
attracted people for two blocks to
the scene.
The lads were carried into the office
of Dr. J. D. Robertson, where their
Injuries were dressed, after which
they were removed in cabs. Both
boys were resting well today and it is
believed they, wri-eetover.
Wbil carrying the Marks boy
down the steps of Dr. Robertson's
office, to the ambulance. Sam Simon,
who witnessed the accident, was
overcome with nervousness and was
,wevented from falling headlong
sliNsu the steps by Patrolman 1,ige





Two extra baggage eat(were on
he 11 : 21) o'clock .passenger train
this mornitig ov(*r the Illinois Cen-
tral, containing 21 thoroughbred
race horses going to the spring rat-
ing season at lentiville. One ear
with elevens 'horses 19 owned by J. W.
Hull, and the other with ten-horses
Is owned by J. H. Baker, both of
Memphis. The hones were shipped
by the passenger train " to insure
greater safety and a leas wearing
rip
TERM IN COUNTY JAIL,
THEN FEDER aL
Marlhal Charlie fkfc,Nett, anti Po-
liceman lack Allbritton, of Mayfield.
are in the city to take back Arthur
Cox, bootleggePr, who has a term of
confinement in the Graves county jail
awaiting him. He is from Fairview.
Marshall county, but sold liquor la
'Mayfield, and has one fine of $1430
and another of $641 standing against
hint. He will be presented after his
Graves courtii- sentence hes been
weaved before United States Commis-
%loner W. A. Clardiner.
SUOCIFWINFUL REVIVAL
AT LITTLE CHAPEL.
The Rev. J. W. Naylor, of the Pa-
ducah Methodist psIedon., is conduct-
ing a revival at Little's chapel in
Little's addition. Re Preached yes-
terday to a large oodgregation. His
sermons were forcible and evangelis-
tic, and made a deep Impression on
his hearers There 4e Much Interest
being evidenced In these services.
Window Rieke*.
An arrherhapal traneten was
blown out on the Broadway side of
the down town Minnie Central tick-
et office Saturday evening and tem*
the plate lass window below, shat-
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This stove is beautifully ornamented
with non-tarnishable nickel.
'Pretty is as pretty does"—with a stove as well
as with the "sweet young thing." A stove, of
course, should be measured—first, by its per-
formance—second, by its appearance.
Buck's stoves and ranges have all the advantages
and conveniences of the ordinary kind—with more
added—and they are as beautiful as it is possible to
make them.
'While it is the "insides" of the stove that really
count—we wculd call your attention to the generous
ocnamentation of silvery nickel—of extra heavy de-
posit—placed away from the heat so as to be practi-
cally non-tarnishable—found on all Buck's stoves
and ranges.
Another reason why you should own a Buck's.
See them—and learn of our terms and prices.--at
our store---today.
A dollar down and a dollar a week will buy one
of these splendid stoves. You surely can't afford to
'miss this chance. Take advantage of it today,
TODAY'S IARKETS
Lettuce  2 bunches 15c
Parsnips  Sc quart.
Turnips  be gal
See% potatoes 
Irish potatoes 
Sassafras  5c bunch.
"Iroung onions  2 bunches Sc.
Greens   Sc bunch.
Beets  2 bunches 16e
Rad shes  2 bunches 1.
Celery  " bunches for 15c








Butter  25e lb.
Ham   17c lb.
Sausage  l'Sc lb.
Lard  12 1-2c lb
80c bu.
80c bu.
The %corid would never have heard
'if tuition if women didn't have to
give some excuse for the husband




And Balance of Week





Supported by a Company of
Superlative Artists
Is a Series of Staled High Class Plays
I ipening Bill Monday Night _
"THE GREEN EYED MONSTER"
Dia Greatest Comedy Grams Ever
Produced
Ladies Free Monday Night
When accompanied by a person hold-
ing a paid 50c ticket-if purchased
before :S in. Monday.
Matinee prices--Children 10 Cant&
adults 25 cents.
Night Prices- rc, 21c, 35c and 500
Ileata are now on sate.
"MEN HIGHER UP"
INDICTED BY GRAND JURY AT
SAN FRANCISCO.
Bribery Charges Multiplied Against
'Telephone Men 11010 Bought
Up Supervisors..
•
• San Francisco. March 25.— The
grand jhry today filed with Presiding
Judge Coffey of the superior court
13 indictments against A. K_Dets





peck and on of the incorporators of the rnents that I will not fulfill; but I
35c to 75c. Home Telephone compkny, who_ Is am ready and willing at all times to2,,)c lb. accused of felony in having bribed
supeivisors in the interest of the 
furnish you a high-grade or medium
Piano or our own make direct fromcorporation.
--Nine indictments were returned
ligainst Louis Glass, vice president
and general manager of the Pacific
States Telephone and Telegraph
company, also accused of having
bribed members of the board of su-
pervisors. Bail was fixed at $10,000..
in each indictment, . and warrantil"/". excepted,
were- Issued.
Detweiler is believed to be in To-
lode and Mass at Goldfleid, Nev.
After the 'Big Men."
San Quentin penitentiary looms
!PRESIDENT BONILLA
FLEES HONDURAS
Director 661101111 Says the War
is Ended.




Managua, Nicaragua, March 25.—
Santos Ratniret, director general of
telegraphs and telephones today made
the following statement:
"The Nicaraguan forces have caps
tured Choluteca, Honduras, which
was held by the Honduran and Salva-
dorean troops, and President Bonilla
s fled by boat. Steamers will pur-
sue the fugitive president. "
"I believe the war is ended."
The government is without further
advices concerning the capture of the
city but details are expected shortly.
Cholutec.a is the most strongly forti-
fied town of Honduras. It is on the
Choluteca river, about three /miles
from the Gulf of Fonseca. It was
here, some years ago, that ex
-President Vasquez was defeated by he al-




Bonilla has fled from th4 battlefield
and the Central American war has
practically ended, according to cable
dispatches received in WaStsington to-
day by the Nicaraguan Minister Co-
Teas and the fall of the Honduran
capital, Teguicalpa, tomorrow is pie-
dieted by the Nicaraguan Secretary
of Foreign Affairs Games.
Minister Corea expressed the spit-D-
ion that the fugitive president wou:d
go to Salvador and again recruit his
army for a second attack on Nicara-
gua unless the United States and
Mexico exercised their good offices to
the extent of insisting that Salvador
and Guatemala maintain neutrality.
If this is done, Mr. Corea says the
war is ended; otherwise he is firmly
convinced that it will only be a
question of a short time until hostils
it leS are again resumed.
The Nicaraguan minister tomorrow
will ask Secretary Root and Mexican
Ambassador Creel to take some steps
to force Salvador and Guatemala to
keep their neutrality pledge.
AV, T. N111,1,FIt
lbefore some of the 'wealthiest and
most Influential men on the Pacific
coast, as a result of the amazing ex-
posures now being made in regard
to the far-reaching operations of the
graft ring of San Francisco. The be-
saning of the trail of bank notes
was, struck with the beard of super-
visors, whose duty It Is to guard the
Interests of their fellow townsmen.
From the board of supervisors the
graft trail began its upward course.
First It led to Abraham Rue!, the
Freneh-Jew lawyer, spoken of aa
"the master of San Francisco." The
green trail of tainted hills, however,
did not stop there. From Rue! It led
the investigators straight to Ruef's
partner, Mayor Eugene E. Schmitz.
Nor did it stop there. Still the
trail wound upward. At the present
mdment it is along its higher emirs.
that the proeecuting officials are fol-
lowing it. It points, they declare, di-
reetly to great financiers, leader's of
society, prominent Regrets in the life
of the city, whose interest's are Con-
nected with the corporations from
whose coffers came the motley which
Makes the accusing trail up from the
suPervisore.
There is a Rood. 4esi at apparent
poverty that needs your time more
than your dime.
Enters the Lirace--Entries Closed;
TheY Are Off.
At the earnest request of my
friends, who know I have the interest
of the city at heart, I have decided
to enter the race anti earnestly solict
the support of my friends in this un-
dertaking. I promise so make a
clean canvass. I wilt not engag,e in
mud throwing or sav anything de-
rogatory to the character of any crp
ponents, nor will I make any engage-
the factory and save you the commis-
sion that you may otherwise pay to
agencies. I am here to stay and
make each guarantee good, a vote for
IITP is a vote for your °ow Interest
and your children's happiness and Im-




DEFEAT CULLIFIT'S AT, WALLAGE
PARK TO 3.
First Game of Season Brings Out
Two Hundred Fans—Etenly
Matched Teams.
The first baseball game of the sea-
son resulted yesterday afternoon _ at
Wallace park in a victory for the
Centrals over the Cutley's by a score
of 3 to I. The game was well play-
ed, .considering the fact that the
Players were not fu:ly limbered up.
and fully 200 people were out to see
it. The close score shows that the
teams were well matched G1114 Brohir
AN umpire. The batteries for the
Centrals were Hart and Brahic,* for
the Culley'e. Arnold. Will Block and
George Block. Arnold pitched four
innings of the nine.
Odd Fenowst Rome.
Thursday night a Spertal meeting
of the enmblned lodger. of Odd Fel-
town will he held' to decide which of
the 12 tritest under errnsidetation
Snail he bought. The Odd Fellow.;
will bulk! 4 borne.
millimeAlso..111.1•••Ibm varsilhomillimmilmallotemitro
THEATRICAL NOTES
The "Green Eyed Monster" 'tonight.
Tonight's offering of the Mack-i
Leone company is a comedy new to,
local play-goers although it has
!
achieved an enviable reputation in a
great many of the large cities. The
"Green Eyed litonster," as its title
indicates, is based on one of the fre-
quent themes of the drama, jealousy,
but the treatment, 4n this case, ia
unique in Its originality and interest.
The plot is said to be a logical one,
developed by truthfully-drawn char-
acters, moving through humorous,
but reasonable situations. Willard
Mack and Maude Leone, as the young
couple, who are almost parted by the
doings of the "monster," have two
of their most popular roles and the
supporting company is cast to unu-
sual advantage.
6410002tBeeSIDIDeSSASDOSIOSSieeeeall
NEW YORK LETTER. I
aeasseeaseeessaigesseeteete
New York, March 25.— Empire
Theater—Ethel Barrymore in "The
Silver Box," a solid 'nit.
Gain-irk—William, formerly Wil-
lie, Collier, passes his one hundredth
performance of "Caught in the
Rain." A stayer.
Wallack's—Tham Bernard enters
the last week of his all-season en-
gagement in the supremely droll
"Rich Mr. Hoggenheimer."
Belasco—"The Rose of the Ran-
cho" to increasing crowds of beauti-
fully clad women and men in even-
ing dress--.--the fashionable throng.
Hudson—Frederic Thompson's su-
perb production of "Brewster's Mil-
lions," A strong and sustained suc-
cess.
Lyceum—Last fortnight of "The
Lion and the Mouse." Has passed its
six hundredth repetition. Strong
play. but hero a mollycoddle.
Knickerbocker— Montgomery and
Stone, permanent tenants, in "The
Red Mill". regarded at' first as a lem-
on, but proving finally a bonanza.
Savoy—Bill Brady and Joe Gris-
mer's "The Man of the Hour," seats
selling three months ahead. That
tells the story,
Lyric— Ermete Novelli, Italian
tragedian In repertoire. Vivid actor
from Guinea point of view. His make-
up suggests spaghetti table d'hote
nightmares. Shylock looks like a foxy
old woman disguised in home-made
white whiskers.
Princess—Henry Miller and Mar
garet Anglin in "The Great Divide,"
and there's a whole lot for division.
One of the season's really great hits.
Hippodrome— Something of a




Call in and be convinced
65e and 502 values for.....39C
1Ladies' Silk lisle hose,
regular 50e value for .39c
Ladies' fancy cotton hose,
worth 50c, for
Ladies Kid and Tinsel belts,
50c value, for..-9C
All 50e and 55c Corsets
39C
Men's tine Madras work
shirts 6e value for 39C
Men's overalls and jumpers
price 50e for 39c
Men's fine 50c suspenders
- 39c
Men's Balbriggan under-
wear worth 50e for 39c
Ladies Summer waists, worth
75e for




Daughter" and "Frontier Days.-
Show not up to Thompson and Dun-
dy standard.
Bijou—Ktne. Xasiinova, tint ca-
viar actress, who Is a fad, bat will
never be a habit. Tricks, not art.
Heath' Square—"The Road to
Yesterday", a cheap imitation of "Pe
ter Pan." Forced run.
Majestic—Military play, "On Pa-
role." Exceedingly good.
Lincoln Square—"The. Holy City"
religious drama. Preachy and long-
winded. Not a laugh in it, says a fun-
ny man.
New Amsterdam - Richard Mans-
field to stupendous houses.
Broadway— Anna Held, Enor-
mous hit in "A Parisian Model."
Chief feature an excessively vulgar
and licentious dance.
Liberty— Eleanor Robson "Sa-
lomy Jane," by Paul Armstrong
Fine play with a heroine who wants
a man to do something, and a man
who does It. It's murder, but it is
human. , 'ss
Madison Square Garden— Barnum
and Bailey. Same show. So big you
can't see it all at once, but you've
got to try, for it is a regular yearly
function.
Metropolitan Opera House— Sea-
son closing this week. Oscar Ham-
merstein's opposition has been costly
to Conreid Oscar's opera best.
Casino-- Louis Mann in "The
White Hen." Quite Amusing.
Academy of Music— "Ben Hur'•
on large scale. Big crowds. By the
bye. Wartield played to nearly $99.-
000 in four weeks here. ,
Daly's— "The Belle of Mayfair."
Doing well. Neat, clean musical com-
edy,
New York— "The Spoilers." Pure
melodrama. Thrilling at times.
Hackett—Rose Stahl, an all-Win-
ter success in "The Chorus Lady."
"Slangy, crisp, laugh-making.
Berkeley Lyceum— "The Reckon-
ing." Faddish.
Manhattan— "Mrs. Warren's Pro-
fession." Common British dirt.
Circle— "Wine, Woman and
Song," a burlesque show made vast-
ly popular by a new comedian nam-
ed Alexander Carr. He has been grab-
bed for next year by another manage-
ment.
Weber's —A double bill denounced
by the first nighiters, but a fine hit
with general public. Just closing New
York season.
Grand Opera House— George M.
Cohan, who seems to be "the candy
kid" with this community.
Astor—Broa (Lau rat's , "The Mills
of the Gods." They ground•siowly
at first but are doing better and
better.
Madison Square—"The Three of
Us"—that is, two downstairs and
one in the gallery.
Garden—The Ben Greet company
In Shakespeare plays. Ben Greets
'em every night, and so do some
others, but not many.
Everywhere else, vaudeville, vau-
deville , VAUDEVILLE. It's the
real thing nowadays.
Our fellow citiceness Blanche
Rates, who in vacation time is gran-
ger on a flee raneh up the Hudson,
is putting a part of her season's
profits into a new wini upon her
mansion. She has been doing won-
derfully well in "The (MT of the
Golden West." Delaseo's net ,profits
from his stage enterprises this year
must range from twenty-flee to thir-
ty thousand dollars a week.
LEANDER RICHARDSON
PILES CITRED IN 0 TO 44 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMEOT Is guaranteed to
cure any case of Bening, Blind.
Bleeding or Protruding Piles in 6 to
14 days or money refunded. 60o.
PLEAD NOT TO RIttitritv
(Ngundete City (itifiletal and (Noment
Company's Agent Pray Charges.
Columbia', Ohio. Mareh t5.--Frank
lin Rtsbetch.t. the attorney. who was
arrested at midnight Friday, charged
with giving a bribe to Fred .1. Items.%
director of the board of public eery
Ice to secure his vote for the Alma
Cement company in the sewage dis-
posal 'plant, and Fred J. Trntnel,
(iterated with remising Ruberht's
bribe, appeared In the pollee court to-
day, Mended not guilty and asked for
A hearing Wednesday. They are sort
held In 11600 bonds.
Fyststhire rotnes to the man who
• , agh. .
Let Us Save Ye v Olney on Your Easter Apparel
OUR SHOWING OF
EASTER SUITS
Pleases the most fastideous eye and makes
the purse of the purchaser feel glad at, the
saving we enable him to make. OUR
SUITS are PRICE!) at from to $5
LOWER than the CREDIT HOUSES ASK
for goods of equal grade.
Elegant Suits at $7.50, $8.50, $10,
$12, $13.50, $15, $16.50, $18.
We can also make you a SUIT to ORDER
if you 90 desire—one to suit your indi-
vidual taste, and one you may wear with-
out seeing any more like on any one else,
at prices, too, less than the Broadway
houses ask for ready-mtide suits of equal
quality and finish.
0 U R , FAMOUS
POOLE HAT ASO 1.111411 FRONT 11141212161111E"
• GUARANTEED SUIT
Let Us Save You Money
on Your Boy's Spring
Suit
suits from $1 to $5
Ask to see our 3-in-1-
suit as shown in cut. Coat
and 2 pairs of pants; one
pair regular cut and one
pair bloomer, Every boy
wears out two or three
pairs43f pants to one coat
and by buying this suit
you have his pants to
match always.
Large line of boys'
KNEE PANTS just re-
ceived. Elegant spring
patterns at 25c, 50c,
75c and 90c.
Latest styles in Men's, Ladies', Boys' and Misses' Shoes just in—
high and low aut,---in leather or canvas. All the new styles In
s litre or leather.
NEW, NOBBY STYLES in SPRING SHIRTS at 50c, Mc and al.
See display in window.
ONE LOT NEGLIGEE SHIRTS, regular 50c and 75e qualities,
collars attached, With two collars and pair cuffs or cuffs a. 
3BConly, go at
THE MODEL
112 S. Second St , Paducah, Ky.
PADUCIIH'S CHEAP CASH STORE
On' or Vets Dies,
Leavenworth, Kan., March 25.—
One death .resulted today among the
90 old soldiers at the National Sol-
diers' -Home here who were poisoned
yesterday by eating tainted hash
The victim was \A Mani .1. (took,
aged 64, a Member of the Four-
teenth Missouri cavalry. He leaves
a widow at Mexico, Mo, About 75
of the veterans are still in a serious














W. F. Bratbhavv, of Bradshaw & Itratiehaw, Attorneys; J. A.
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. 1Kolh, of Kolb Bros. &
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Petter, of H. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
Supplies; C. P. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sonit,Wholeattle Dry Goods;
Afuseoe Burnett, Sept. & Teets. Pad, Water Co.
GEM C. THOMPSON, President...
T. J. ATKINS, Vice President.
ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.
Don't be behind the times.
Keep up with the pro-
cession and
COOK WITH GAS
It's cheaper and easier.
be 
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louneement
tg Mrs. Ferriman's absence on
sickness, until her return, Mrs.
head woman for two seasons past,
charge of her dressmaking depart-
rrs. Moss is fully equipped and
to turn out the inkhest class of
is now in charge. She wi//be glad







.rch 25.- At a
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• county at this
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n is to organize
ace° growers for
ling the tobacco
I to the Dark To-
ociation. •
of the stemming
y will not affect
the Dark Tobacco Protective associa-
tion and as a result a general good
feeling among the farmers seems to
exist, and it is now predicted that
the entire crop of 1907 tobacco will
be controlled by the Society of Equi-
ty and Dark Tobacco Protective as-
sociation. Already there is talk of
a large joint storage prizing and
stemmery house being erected here
before fall. The Dark Protective as-
sociation members will hold a meet-
ing in this city next Saturday, and
another meeting of the stemming as-
sociation will be held Saturday,
April 6.
I. 0. 0. F. Contest.
A membership contest to close
July 1 has been inaugurated by the
Mechanicsburg lodge of Odd Fellows
and a great deal of interest is being
taken in it. There are two sides fight-
ing to secure the greatest number of
new members one being under Cap-
tain Tom Goodman and the other
under Captain Henry F. McGee.
The ear does as much to circulate









rs Debility .....  • 
 100,000
rity to depositors $250,000
Its of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
reli as large depositors and accord to all the same
treatment.
.rest Paid on Time Deposits










perience With Plants Cincinnati  '49.4 5.4 fall
Two Cities in Iowa Give Blow to the




Evansville  43.2 0.6 fall
Fbarenoe  5.4 1.1 fall
Johnsonville  11.9 0.2 fall
Louisvile  28.6 4.5 fa:1
Mt. Carmel- 1.3. fall
Nashville.  12.6 3.5 full
Pittsburg  9.3 2:5 fall
Davis island Dam-Missing.
St. 'souls  14.5 1.4) fall
Mt. Vernon  45.0 0.2 rise
Paducah • 43.3 0.4 rise
Hamilton, 0., March 25.-The city
of Hamilton is just recovering from
one of the most prolonged terms of
munioipa: mismanagement ever ex-
perienced by an American town, and
there is every reason to hope that it
will now steadily reduce the debt of
$1,266,-589, which is largely on ac-
count of its municipal plants. This
city was the first in America to build
and, conduct all its public utilities and
the result brought about by gross
mismanagement have done incalcul-
able harm.
Hamilton has been written up in
the newspipers and magazines as the
most extravagant and worst governed
city In the United States. At one titnel
this could be said with some degree




t. Lenten season is well advanced and Easter
.ose at hand. Recognizing the fact that
has conclusively emphasized its decree in
the Easter wedding, while there is a grow-
Iency to signalize the observance of the
by the interchange of GIFTS. We have
y selected a new line of
des  50C to4 1.50
o bs to $6.00
tins $1.00 to $10.00
  $1.00 to $25.00
:net and Set Rings, Chains, Fobs, Stickpins,
Its, Sterling Silver Novelties all at popular
ir repair department is second to none. The
ne your watch or clock needs repairing
a call.
L. Wanner
Phone 53-r. 311 Broadway.
affairs just filed with the auditor ofi
state, the municipal ownership of the
'water works and electric light plant
at Fairfield has been a failure.
I The period inspected by Mr. Pen-
1
no) is from April 1, 190e. to Dec. Si,
19-06. On the first date there was on
hand in the water fund $1,458. AtI
I
the end of the three and one-Ilif
Years of municipal ownerehip he finds
, the treasury is overdrawn $2.3.616 for
this fund, thus showing a loss of $4.-1
;313, not taking into account that the
city is still paying interest on $ 18,00;0I
• 
I
outstanding refund water bonds which.
must themselves be paid.
I Democrat.' Give I`p Theory,Omaha. Neb.. ,March 25.-The two
experiments in municipal ownership
that have been made In Omaha have
proved such tetanal failures that Dern-
oeratic councilmen elected to alive
last fall on an ownership platform arid-
the Democratic daily newspaper thatI
compelled the Democrats to commit
themselves to the ownership fad in
the last mintielpat campaign are mils
methods and business men
ate at present.
All Ctilities Unprofitable. •
The city electric lighting plant has
never paid the interest. on the bonds
which created it, the water works
plant has been badly managed and
the gas plant up to May 17, 1906,
lost money each day.
The present officials have made
radical changes. The city has ceased
to operate the gas plant entirely and I
on May 17, 1106, began to purchase
gas in the holder from the Hamilton
Gas and Electric company, which is
affiliated with and is a part of the l
Hamilton-Otto Coke company. The l
price paid for ,the gas -by the Hamil-
ton officials is 35 cents per OW cu-
bic feet. The gas is sold to the pub-
lic at the former rate of SO cents per
1,0000 cubic feet.
From May 17, 190%, to Jan. 1.
19-07, the city gas department showed
a profit of $1-5,004, which will mean
about $20,-000 for the year. During
the few months previous to making
this arrangement with the private
corporation the Hamilton gas plant,
which was in a state of extreme dis-
repair, showed, according to the re-
port of an expert, an average net loss
to the city of $6.5 per day.
Against Ownership.
Des Moines, Iowa, March 2-5.-
Municipal ownership of public utili-
ties has recAved two severe blows in
Iowa during the last week. Citizens
of Pella at a popular election voted
down _a proposition to Issue bonds for
$70,00.0 to establish a municipal
light plant and to extend the water
works system.
The city council of Council Bluffs,
because of the demand of hundreds
of taxpayers and prominent business
men, decided not to submet the ques
tion of purchasing the water worka
there to the people. In both places
the result IS the climax of a campaign
of education and a period of careful
consideration of the project.
In Peila for several, months the
papers hare thrown open their col-
umns to the discussion of.the project
and the ownerehip problem has been
liberally -dlecuseed pro and con. In-
terest became so intense that a num-
ber of wortftffstartered into the debate
and availed themselves of the privil-
ege of voting on the proposed bond
Issue, The fact that the present sys-
.em of lights is extremele- poor and
die water not of the best quality nat.
arally worked In favor of the munic-
ipal ownership proposition.
Aeording to the report of George
1
Pennell, state Inspector of municipal
As indicated Saturday, the river
practically has reached a stand here,
today. The whole rise in the last 48
hours, was .4, the rise from Satur-
day to Sunday being, .3, and from
Sunday to Monday, :1. Tomorrow
morning probably will see a slight
fall. It is time the river was reaching
a stand, as the present stage of 42.3
is inconveniently high. The stage
March 25 last year was 28 feet. Bus-
iness at the river is fair.
Captain Joe B. Fiasch has return-
ed from New Orleans, where he was
sick, and is able to be out today.
He was sick from an acute attack of
endigeistion. After recuperating for
a few days he will resume his duties
as business manager of the Marine
Engineers' association.
Owing to the stage of construction
now reached on Captain F. Gent's
showboat at the dry docks, the high
wind Saturday afternoon carried It
clear over to the Illinois shore. One
side of the boat has been built up
20 feet and the wind used this like
a sail. Captain Gent and some car-
penters made the trip across, to
their amazement, and the Fannie
Wallace brought the barge bad&
Frank alolinski, second clerk on
the Dick Fowler, will go in the
same position on the Spread Eagle in
the St. Louis, when that packet
packet leaves winter quarters. The
Spread Eagle is not expected to
leave before April 20.
The Margaret arrived from the
Tennessee river at 7 o'clock this
morning with a big trip of ties.
Both St. Louis -Tennessee river
packets arrived this morning. The
Savannah arrived early from the
Tennessee river and went on to St.
Louis; the Saltillo arrived later this
morning from St. Louis and went up
the Tennessee river.
The Dick Fowler carried all the
excursionists the law would allow on
the excursion to Smithiand yester-
day. A hundred or more were refus-
ed. Business was fair for the Dick
Fowler in the Cairo trade this morn-
ing.
The Joe Wheeler grrived last
night from Chattanooga with a good
trip and went .down to Joppa to un-
load some ties. The Wheeler .will
leave Tuesday afternoon for Chatta-
nooga.
Captain Phillips. agent of the Les
line has no information to the con-
trary that the Georgia Lee and Pe-
ters Lee will leave on time this
week. The Georgia Lee is at Mem-
phis and tiae Peters Lee is at Cincin-
nati. The reason given for not mak-
ing the trip last week was high *a-
ter.
The Buttorff will arrive U3-flight or
in the morning from Nashville and
leave Tuesday at noon for Clarks-
ville. The Buttorff is 24 hours off
schedule time.
The John Hopkins arrived Snnday
dem Evansville and left at 11
o'clock this morning for the same
point.
The Lyda did not get away until
Sunday for the Tennessee river after
tiets
Beginning thls morning, the wharf
boat will receive freight one hour
longer in the afternoon. The hours
heretofore have been front 7 o'clock
In the morning until 5 o'clock in
the afternoon. Freight will be re-
ceived until G o'clock in the after-
noon.
Frank Gill, steward on She Shiloh,
in the Tennessee river trade, moused
throagh on the Savannah this morn-
ing on his way to St. Louis.
A repaired and caulked barge was
put into the river off the dry docks
this morning.
ROC MEN MUST STAND TRIAL
Cincinnati Ilealeis to lie Preasecnted
Under Anti-Trust Law.
Cincinnati. March 25.- Judge._
Bronnwell of the superior court to-'
day overruled the demurrers of the
Cincinnatj icemen indicted last sum-
mer on a charge of maintaining a
conspiracy In restraint of trade, and
those indicted will be compelled to I
stand trial under Inc provisions of-•
the Valentine anti-trust law. Fivel
companies and eleven individuals
Were named in the Indictments.
The Vlflage Oracle---- "Say' what yew
like this hers man Roosyvelt meas-
ure, his words, by gum' Storekeep-





















"THE HOUSE OF QUALITY"
422.424 Broadway Both Phones 176
NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS 'addition to organizing to sell their• crops of tobacco, will establish a
bank.
Thirty-nine congressmen who have attend the inauguration of the Car-
made a visit of inspection to the Pan-
ama canal have arrived at New York
on board the steamer Panama, from
Colon. The party left New York on
their tour of inspection on March 6,
arrived at Colon on the 12th. They
spent five days in .the canal zone,and
during that time examined the work.
Members of the party expressed
themselves as favorably impressed
with what they saw.
Immediately after the news of the
assassination To Morocco City of Dr.
Maw-hemp, a French subject, was
received at Paris, the French armor-
ed cruiser Jeanne d'Arc was ordered
back to Tangier, where the comman-
der of the cruiser will find orders
awaiting him. J the last reports of
the character of the assault upon Dr.
Maur-hemp are substantiated it isi
certain that France will demand
heavy reparation of the Moroccanl
government.
Thomas F. Ryan, in an interview'
given in Washington, says the rail-
roads should be run by the railroad
men and that Well street and the
stock ticker should have no part in
their control or management. lie
says the great trunk lines are own-
ed by the people and not, by the
stock jobbers of New York.
Prance. through its president, ex-
tended a warm welcome to Henry
White, the new ambassador from the
United States, and _his reception was
accorded tee traditional pomp. Lines
of soldiers stretched along the route
of the stately ;Parade, and 'salutes
were flred-hy the French artillery.
C. W. Penrose, of the Twen-
ty-fifth infantry, has been acquitted
of the charge of neglect of duty pre-
ferredkagainst him at the instance of
President Roosevelt for alleged , mh--
conduct in connection with_ the
shooting up of Brownsville. Tea., he
negro sceliers of the Twenty-tlifth
Infantry last August.
Sir Robert Cranston, Lord Provost
of Edinburgh, accompanied by his
wife, sailed from Liverpool on the
steamer Lucania for New York to
-ad
SPRINO HIERE
When getting out veur spring at-
tire, don't forget the Faultless
Pressing Club is now prepared to
do all kinds of repair work. Saiur-
ing and French' dry cleaning. We
have added a force of experienced
men to' look after this department
and guarantee perfect satisfaction.
LADIES WORK A SPECIALTY
Jackets cleaned and
pressed  • ..$1.00 to A2.00
Skirts cleaned and
premed .   .15 to $1.50
Men's. Suits cleaned and
pressed  •  $1.50 to $2.00
Men a trousers cleaned and
pressed ..... _ .50 to .15
All work called for and delivered
in Covered wagon.
Club membership $1.00 per m
I
onth
.loin An* anti heye your clothes
premed for Easter.!
FAULTLESS PRESSING CLUB
I rider new management)
Ista news 1501 F. esiberpr, Prep
negie Institute at Pittsburg April
11.
The dispatches from Washington
containing Secretary Root's propos-
als for a settlement of the questions
in dispute between the United States
and Canada are the subject of con-
sidetalee comment at London.
James R. King, a saloonkeeper of
Mt. Sterling,' has sued to recover a
portion of license paid during the
last year, which he claims was ille-
eally collected. In case he is success-
ful other suits will be filed. ,
Cafe. Ran McCoy, once a leader in
the Hatfield-McCoy feud, is dying at
his home in the mountains, near
PUT ME IN JAIL, SAY'S HAR119LAN
•
-Prefers It to Poorhouse. if It's Re-
ward for Building Up Roads.
New York, March .25.-E. H. Flar-
riman was aeked what he thought of
Senator Cullom's retnatks concerning
him. Mr. Harriman
"Senator Cullom. I ant sure, does
not really wish, to put me in the ,pen-
ltentiary. He simply regrets that I
am not in the poorhouse.
"Now, I prefer the penitentiary, if
that is the reward for the upbuilding
of the railroad properties of this
country, rather than the poorhouse.
Pikeville. which is the reward of unprogressive
Farmers of. Woodford county, In railway management."
TYL anci S ERVIeE
We want you to see this new line of fashionable hats. If for
nothing else than to learn what are the latest and most approved
metropolitan hat styles.
IS The famous Priestly Cravenette process, which makes the
Mallory Cravenette flat rain-proof, gives it added wearing qualitics.
A Mallory Cravenette Ilat•will stay new until you get the value
of several new hat, and yet it
costs no more than other hats
of equal quality and style.
All the fashionable shapes
and shades. See them before you
chouge your Spring headvmar.
Especially Appropriate
For Easter Wear
-'--'To Be Had Only at
U. G. Gullett Co.
INCORPORATPO
312 Broadway.
WE SAVE YOU MONEY ON EVERY PURCHASE.
•
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1 --"Z .4036 15 3829
2. ...... .3813 16 3874
3830 18 3813
6 3851 19 3805
• 3851 20 3830
7 3871 21  3869
3895 22 3915
 3813 23 3839
11 3828 25 3855
12 3855 26 . 3836
13 3844 27  202J
14 387e 28 3890
Average for February, 1907 3859
Average for February, 19.06. - 3757
Increase  102
Personally appeared before me,
this March 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who af-
firms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Feb. 1907, is true to the
beet of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURY1OAR,
Notary Public.




The Sun is authorized to announce
Charles Reed as a candidate for
mayor, subject to any action of the
Democratic party.
The Sun is authorized to announce
Thomas B. Harsison as a candidate
for mayor subject ts the action of the
Democratic primary May 2, 1907.
For City Assessor.
The Sun is authorized to announce
the candidacy of Stewart Dick for the
office of city assessor, subject to the
action of the Democratic party.
For ('ity Treasurer.
The Sun is authorized to announce
,J. W. McKnight as a candidate for
the office of City Treasurer subject
to the action of the Democratic party.
For City Attorney.
The Sun is authorized tolidlieunce
the candidacy of John G. Miller, Jr.,
as a candidate for city attorney sub-
ject to the action of the Democratic
primary, May 2, 1907.
Daily Thought.
"The voice is the sounding board
of the soul."
WARNING--DANGER.
Without in any way suggesting
that the driver of the automoblee.
which etruck the little boys on
Broadway yesterday, was to blame,
we feel that this is the time to call
attention to -recent flagrant violations
of speed ordinances by automobilist s.
A man, who wlH race a horse or au-
tomobile on a puhlie steeet, exhibits
as much regard for the lives of other
People as he would by firing a shot-
gun down the street, on the chance.
that, taking no aim, he might shoot
DO one.
Automobillets have, their fate in
their own hands. If ajlew Intemper-
ate zealots will disregard the rights
of other people. then everytxxly,who
owns an automobile, will be made to
suffer k man has a right to own a
machine, just as much right as a
tnan has to own a horse, and the au-
tomobile owner has as much rVit
to the Ilse of the public highways -
. and no more. Automobillets ehenid
exercise extreme caution in the use
of their machine!, especlally In the
crowded streets, avoiding them as
much as possible. Disregard of this
warning will mean' drastic regute-
tIons and actual persecution of peo-
ple who use their machines properly.
4
NOT A STEAL-ROBBERY.
The Waehington Post. one of the
country's leading newspepera, says
editorially, concerning the Ken-
tucky legislative gerr.hnander, which
the appel:ate (-start knocked out:
"The apportionment was not a
steal, hut a robbery. There. Vetat no
hypocrisy about It. All Was open
and above board. One little old
county with a population of lees than
8,0'00 and a re:table Democratic ma-
jority was allotted a riprovientatIve in
the leg lel atare. Less than 140 miles
distant from that county three other
teltineet, with an aggregate popula-
tion of 34.000. casting an overwhelm-
ing Republican ma/ority, were eorn7
blood In a .district with a single rep-
resentative in the leginialitre Of
course nobody with any political.
that; nor did anybody pretend to &-
lend It, not. even the men who per-
petrated it, nor the men whom it was
designed to advantage."
The Poet thinks the decision may
rebeuud to the good of Kentucky Re*
publicans, and adds: "If the Ken-
tucky ii)epublkcans were a happy fani
ily it would all be over but ths
shouting."
 0_
How many patrons are sufficientia
interested in the schools to make
friends with the euperintendent,
principal and teacher, to talk over
with them the work of the children
and ascertain at first hand what pro-
gress their children are making, and
the conditions under which their
minds are being trained? Not many,
we fear. Those who are interested in
the school question and actively in
the Fehool board election, are inter-
ested because the positien of some
friend is at stake. So long as peo-'
pie are willing to make compro-
mises inimical to the interests of the
schools to benefit sordebody who has
an ax to grind, just so long will
chow; reign, where all should be dis-
cipline and order and harmony. The
principle of graft has gotten into
our political systein to such an ex-
tent that we are ale poisoned by it.
While we decry the politician's meth-
ods and objects, we have come to
look on all public offices as plums for
our friends, rather than public
trusts. That is what is wrong with
our schools.
 0--.
Tomorrow is the Oommercial club
Field Day, and it will be the fault of
the members of that organization if
the membership is not doubled, at
toast. It can not possibly be th
fault of the promoters of the Field
Day, for they have striven mightily
In its behalf and they will bring in
their quota of new names. This,
however, is suggesting a condition of
apathy that does not exist. The fact
is, the interest in the Field Day is
Intense and the members of the corns
mittee, who are to dragnet Paducah
for the club membersisip are showing
their enthusiasm in every way. A
big increase in the membership of
the organization wilt mean a great
deal for Paducah. It will multiply
the power and influence of the club
and make it even more trues- repre-
sentative of Paducah than it is.
Louisville elevens, who have been
assaulted by. the thieves and thugs
and policemen that bad first put down
by violence opposition to the Demo-
cratic ring at the primary, and after-
wards prevented voters from exercis-
ing the right of suffrage, will feel
that at :east they have proved to the
satisfaction of the court that the
municipal election was unfair and
that Mayor Barth and the adminie
tratkm hold sheer seats, not as hon-
orable elevation by their fellow cite
zene, but by the connivance of the
habitues of the Ted light district.
Thirteen voting precincts were thrown
out, but the court held that the Dem-
ocratic candidates themselves were
not responsible for the rioting and
disorder that prevailed. Technically
this may be so, hut it Is a disgrace
for 11 man to hold °Mee after such a
showing has been made.
Our esteemed friend and well
weather, else Ma Yffeld Messenger. en b
rafts this suggestion:
"Paducah its to have a new ccrnnty
jail. It certainty needs one with
plenty of tootna " Since the jell is
to be butit principally t accommo-
date Graves county citioens, their
taste should be coneulted.
We do not wish to appear egotisti-
cal, but THE SUN continues to furn-
ish the best daily news service in Pa-
ducah, locally and telegsraph, present-
ing it in the most concise term, and
scoring beats iii foreign news every 21
hours, except on the Sabbat-cdaY.
people were entertained
isle week with the first dramatic
production ever witneseeel in the
count, and the proceeds went toward
purchasing a town (sleek. May we
assume that it will be the first clock
ever seen in IlindMan?
Loyalty of citizens to their city
will be put to the test tot:time-ow. Alt
those who wear the '1:i mate r Padu-
cah" badge are for the city. The
otters, IsoesIbly all go along, but
they will be a part of the load:
The Woman's club is doing a great
work and it will not be long before
the effect of Its efforts on the cone
munity will be smarm( to every-
body.
VAeri the High School Alumni as-
*Deletion plants the cherry tree In
the Washing-Ion school yard, the
speakers had better eschew all:refer-
ence to the episode of the hatchet.
Thp road to Hell is paved with
Rood intentislia. And the pavement




St. Francis tie Sales anti Groot
Episcopal Churches Both
Have Special Musical Pro-
grams on Occasion
BEAUTWICI, AND
Palm Sunday was observed yes-
terday by especial music in many of
the churches arranged in commemo-
ration of the day.
At the St. Francis de Sales Cath-
olic church the usual beautiful cus-
tom of distributing branches of
palms among the congregation was
followed. These palms are blessed
and given out during the high mass
service. Mr. Robert D. MacMillen
sang "The Palms" during the cere-
mony, most impressively. Miss Anna
Mill sang "The Holy City" very
sweetly at the morning hour, also.
The inusiepl program at Grace
Episcopal church was a very beau-
tiful and elaborate one, and empha-
sized the triumph and praise of Palm
Sunday in the proteesional,recession-
al, hymns and offertory of the morn-
ing service. At the afternoon hour
Miss Ethel Calissi sang "The Palms"
with sympathetic power.
At the Broadway Methodist church
a choir composed of Mrs. Samuel T.
Hubbard, Mrs. Edward Rawls, Miss
Julia Scott, Miss Caroline Ham,
Messrs. John U. Robinson, Robert
and Edward Scott, Will Clark, ren-
dered some beantiful anthems. The
soloist at the evening- service wee
Mr. Ray Clark, of Paris. Ky., who
sang "The Plains of Peace" very
impressively.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Every dose makes you feel better. Lax-Fos
keeps your whole insides right. Sold on the
money-back plan everywhere Price 50 cents.
TRAIN WRECKED BY 11,0BIlle:RS.
caught Trying to Enter Sleeper on
Chicago Limited.
Pittsburg, March 23.-The Officials
of the Pennsylvania railroad are sat-
isfied that robbery was the motive for
wrecking he Chicago limited yester-
day morning near Stewart, Ps When
the train came to a standstiel the
porter fonnd two men trying to get
Into the rear sleeper hut the--_-door
wae locked. Dot ween Stewart and
Pitcairn the ralivoad officials) say
there is rather a rough gang, many
of them exeratiroaders, and to two of
thise the crime is attributed,
Best in
the City
5 PLY 15c PER FOOT











L W. tienneberger Co
(ins'.)
"TIM HOUSE OF "
4=-424 111101.DWAY.
STARTS FOR TRIP TO THE POLE
Aliajor Haraoy Leaves fee Paris to
&Ms Wanes. Wellman.
Milwaukee, March 25.- Major H.
11. Hersey, who will accompany Wal-
ter Wellman to the north pole in
the Warman-Record-Herald air ship,
will leave Milwaukee April 1 for New
.York, from 'stitch port he will sail
April 4 for France. He will meet Mr.
Wellman in Paris. Major Hersey will
be accompanied by Dr. W. N. Fowler,
the pbysielan and commissary of the
'expedition.
On Major Hersey's arrival at Par-
is it is understood Mr. Wellman will
have everything in readiness to leave
for TroMsoe. Fsem that port the ex-
pedition will sail for Dane's Island
as early as possible. Much will de-
pend on the conditiof of the ice
blocking the entrance to the head-
quarters bay.
Major Hersey believes the expedi-
tion will be successful hi reaching the
pole. "Everything that human in-
genuity can suggest has been done,"
he said today, "to make the expedi-
tion a success and nothing but unfor-
seen conditions can prevent it. Of
course there are chalices, but these
have to be taken In any enterprise."
WOMAN ON WAR SHIP AS JACKIE
Saftor•Girl Keeps Sex Secret Until She
Takes Bath After Taps.
Boston, March 25.-There was con-
sternation among the officers of the
battleship Vermont last night when It
was discovered that one of the sailors
was a woman. According to the story
told by marines at the. Charleston
navy yard., where the Vermont is
now being fitted for sea duty, She we
man sailor hod been aboard the bat-
tle ship, engaging in noutine duties,
for four days, Srhe is now said to be
diechltrged. Who she is remains a
mystery.
It is said that she gained access to
the ship by masquerading littler the
name of John Wilkinson, a sailer on
shore leave. She wore his uniform
and her hair was clipped short. She
attended mess and slept in a tram-
mock near members of the crew.
All went well with the masquerader
until she overlooked one of the ship's
rules and took a bath after taps.
Noise in the bath room attracted the
attention of the master of arms; who
made an investigation, and :the dis-
closure followed.
Wage Increase or Strike.
Chleata':" Arbi-
tration of the differences between
the railroads and oonductors on the
western roads will not be accepted by
the men. Strengthened in their posi-
tion -by the almost unanimous vote
of the rank and file of their organi-
zations, the labor leaders will put
the question squarely to the railroad
managers at 10 o'clock Tuesday
morning: A further increase in wages
must be granted or there will be a
strike.
Loan Company Man Sentenced.
Toronto, Ont., March 25.- Jos-
eph Phillips, former manager of the
defunct York County- Loan and Sav-
ings company, pledged xzfletflaoffittl'
irigs company, pleaded guilty today
to a char e of making a false re-
turn to the government. He was sen-
tenced to Are years In the penitent':
sty.
March Is a Trying Month.
"Nor love, nor honor, wealth nor
power,
Cas give the heart a cheerful hour,
When health is lost. Be timely wise,
With health all taste of pleasure
March Is conceded by local phy-
sicians to be the worst month in tbe
year in Paducah, in the point of the
extent of sickness. The quick_changes
in the temperature, warm one day,
chilly, with penetrating winds the
next affect the physical condition
of theprobably more than any sealle
year.
The only safeguard ther
get yourself in good condit
liver, the blood, the keine
skin should be 1r cla
you can not stand the trying month.
Osteopathy, quickly naturally re-
store any disarrangement to any of
these essentials of good health. The
torpid liver, the disordered kidneys,
the poor blood supply or circulation
readily yield ta its health giving
methods
The treatment is simplicity itself,
sane, rational, without the use of
Iliolinful drugs. It cures by scientif-
ic' Manipulation to restore the normal
functions to each organ. It recog-
nizes, appreciates and uses proper
diet, air, Water, exercise and other
natural hygienic measures, too.
A trite Raying Is "Seelhor Is believ-
ing," a0 I shall be pleased to refer
you, if sem are interested, to any num
bar of people you know, Veit who cen
attest to the virtues of the treatment
In liver, stomach, bowels, rheumatic,
asthma, malaria, neuralgia end
nervous condltien.
Call me at 1407 or call at my (ACP,
516 liroadWay, at any time between
9 and 12 a. 111. Ot 2 and 6 p M. De




A great many men have already resolved to come
here for their Spring Suits!
These men are 'posted" and know just what they
want and where to get it!
They save themselves time, and they save them-
selves trouble an I money!
Others will look around, uncertain where to go!
If they happen to look at our suits, we'll get their
money, sure!
If they buy without seeing our suits, it'll be their
loss as much as ours!
Our styles_ are far from the ordinary ideas, em-
bodied in the majority of ready-to-wear suits.
The sw ing of the crowd of suit buyers comes this
way more and more!
When we say 1510.00, $12.50, $15.00or $20.00 for a suit, you must sec the suits hitched
on to these prices to appreciate our offerings!








Promises To Furnish Plenty of Sen-
sations This Week.
San Francisco Cal., March 25. -
The coming week promises to be as
productive as the past one in sensa-
tions relatiNc to_ the investigation of
municipal corruption that is being
prosecuted by the grand jury. It is
expected that a decision will be ren-
dered tomorrow by the supreme
court of th United States on the pe-
tition of Abraham Ruef on a writ of
error. If Ruef's petition is refused,
the prosecution will proceed in Su-
perior Judge Dunne's court with the
impane'ment of a jury to try Reef on
the charge of extortion in what is
known as the French restaurant cas-
es. If It is granted the trial of Rnef
will he postponed a while.
The grand jury wilk resume its
probing into the allege.d bribery of
the board of supervisors by the
telephone and other public service
corporations.
It 13 announced that the prosecu-
tion has retained an attorney to pro-
ceed to Honolulu and intercept T. V.
Halsey, who been indicted on eleven
counts on the charge of bribery, for
the purpose of endeavoring to per-
suade Halsey to appear before the
grand jury on his arrival here. Hal-
sey is now en ronte from Manila In
charge of a detective.
The prosecution is momentarily
expecting to hear of the arrest of
Louis Gass. former manager of the
Pacific States Telephone and Tele-
graph company and A. K. Detwiler,
of Toledo, 0., against whom Indict-
ments for bribery were retnrna. -
In addition to the revelations com-
ing from the grand jury room, pub- unquestioned, and the officers
lie interest Is directed against the made the investigation are of
regeneration of the city in view of opinion he then euicided.
the alleged confessions of corruption,
by members of the board of supervi-
Negro Lynched By Mob.sots. One story is to the effect that
the supervisors, befoee eppearing be-
fore the grand jury, secured pledges to criminally itssautt ?dm





St. Petersburg, March 25. -M.
Pobledonostetf, former procurator
general of the holy synod and for 25
)ears looked on by many as the evil
genius of Russian politics, died at 7
o'clock this evening aged 80 years.
M. Pobledonorteft had been vir-
tually in retirement for two years
when he lost his influence over
czar. Twenty-five years ago he In-
duced Emperor Alexaneer II, to
overthrow Loris-Melikoff and aban-
don his whole reform policy. For
two decades he remained the greatest
reactionary inuuence in the Russian
government,
Sunday Tragedy at Memphis.
Mempres, March 23.-Charles W.
Wa:ace, for years a'pro.%itint saloon-
lit of 'Memphis, lies dead his gome,
1908 Poplar avenue, with a _bullet
wound through his heart, while h
brother-in-law, J. E. Rush, eho lives
at the same residence, is an intnete
of the city hospital with a buirlet
wound in each arm and a third) is his
right breast. That flesh was wound-
ed by Waliaos, while the latter was
In a state of mental ebberation, is
Fleience, Ala., March 25.-Cleve-
land Hardin, the negro who attempt-
armed mob of the best citizens of
the county this afternoon, the hus-
band of hrs victim firing the first
shot into his body.
Raynor to Hang April E.
London, March 25.- The high
sheriff nag fixed April 9 for the exe-
cution by hanging of Horace George
Rayner, who was convicted and sente
enced to death in the Central crimi-
nal court here yesterday for the
Murder of William Whiteley. the
merchant of, West Bourne Grove on
January 24.
Pastor Attaches Church. •
Mt. Vernon, Ill., March 25.- The
Rev. S. H. Gibson, late pastor of
First Baptist church, colored, has
attached the church property and fix-
tures for back salary amounting to
$271. The church is in charge of the
sheriff and all meetings basie been
suspended.
Jay Gould Holds Honors.
Biziton, March 25.-- Jay Gonld,of
New too, today retained the title
as court tebnje champion of America
by defeating Iteibria Crane, Jr., of
Boston In the flizatind of the na-
tional court tennis ehitleplonship at
the Boston tennis and raccelet club.
wwielawgrallke4rulter"Nliall'01411112''-
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The Most Exclusive Models in
Spring Suits for Young Men
AT THE NEW STORE
-We are showing the moat exclusive models in
Spring Suits for young men you will find in Pa-
d wall .
The new two button oat, with its graceful
drape, and novelties of patterns-browns, the new
grays and checks, and other fancy patterns we are
showing will be worn by the observant dressers.
These suits are made for us by the leading
ready-to-wear tailors.. The clothes are carefully
shrunk before being made up, and each suit is
hand tailored, and every essential detail that makesfor the perfect fit, and retention of shape em-bodied in them.
Onr prices are v: low as $10 and up to $40,
and we assure you you wili get the best valre, atany price you pay, you will find anywhere in
season.
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I LOCAL NEWS
-For Di. Pendley, klieg 41G. (";
e-For Copeland's stable phone lei
-Dn. Gilbert , osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 19G.
--The Salvation army yesterday
went to Smithiand and held a suc-
cessful meeting.
-Drink Belvedere, the masber
brew.
-Belvedere draught beer On tap
at the Palmer House bar.
atelno Copy Carbon Paper.
It's the very beat on the market-at
R. D. Clements & Co.
-Today laborers began grading
and patting in gest repair the
grounds adjoining the Nashville,
Chattanooga and St. Louis passenger
station at Fifth and Norton streets.
The grounds will be converted into a
park.
-Wedding invitations, announce-
ments and every character of en-
graved work is given careful, person-
al attention at the Sun ion office.
-You know your calling card,
are correct when they come from the
Sun office. Script 'cards and Oat*,
$1.5t0 a hundred; the Old English at
$3.00.
r (-Belvedere beer is a home pro--deerta- Retnember that.
-Commencing at ence, all ice
cream delivered at residences will be
sent C. 0. D. H. G. Thompson.
-If you haven't time to go home'
for dinner try Whiteheact's 25e din-
ner, 215 Broadway.
-Miss Runge Stenographer and
NotaLy Public. Palmer Hottse lobby.
Pbotre 144.
-Fine carnations at -5,0c per dozen
at Brunson's 521 Broadway.
--Last night several extra cars
were coupled to the 8:45 Cairo-Pa-
ducah train to accommodate a large
party of excursionists, who returned
from St. Louis. The excursions rates
are good until tonight, and each
train brings in many Paducahans.
The trip was said to have been pleas-
ant. notwithstanding the crowded
conditions.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun whit wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify oer col-
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to Tn. Sun office. No attention
will be pall to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-Drink Belvedere the Paducah
beer.
vehieles made like new. Car-
riages and wagons beat to order. Re-
pairing, painting, trimming, rubber
tires, etc„ at Sexton's Sign Works,
-Sixteenth anal Madison. Phone 40,1.
-W. T. Webb. of 214 North Sixth
street, reports that some one entered
his house last night shortly after
dark and stole a fine. gold watch. The
detectiVPS are working on the ease.
yoone orders for wedding
Invitations at home. The Sun is
showing al great an _seem tenent as
eon will find anywhere at prime
mach lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
-Don't forget the Easter bell to
be given by the Evergretm Grove at
Red gesaNe bail blandly, April let
Admission 4141 amts.
-we give you better carriage and
better service for the money, than
Is given by any transfer company in
America, rhte carriages for epeeist
occasions on short melee, also elt-
gaitt livery figs. Paltner Transfer Co.
-The big pate glass window on
the treedway side Of the downtown
ticket office of the Illinois Central
Railroad (-tympany was blown in by
the wind Saturday night ahont
&clan, and this ratiening by 9
Hummel ltrothere, who carry file In-
filtrate., on all the windows fa, The
Palmer, had replaced it. This is In
keeping with the reputation this firm
has for peornistectes In eettletneate lb
say line of Insurance.
211110.0011
C41iciasatt, &Satoh $5.--The wars.-
b000tt of F. .11. Lawton & corneenN,
tine. tyre reaeweistenrers, was destroy-
ed by fire wttirh tbtenteneet the ein-
tire plant today. The loss is este
Mated at 1I0,OO4
CONTINUE PROBE l)TO ROADS
Conunittee Appointed by Utah leiffie•
lature Investigating Conditions,
Salt Lake City, March 25.- A
senatorial committee of five mem-
bers will continue the investigation
of railroad couditions in Utah, be-
gun during the last session of the
legislature, and will report to the
next general assembly two years
hence. Members of the committee
say that in the event the coal famine
of last winter is repeated next sea-
son the governor will be urged to
call a special session of the legis-
lature to deal with the question.
FIRE IN CHICAGO.
Sporting Goods House of A. .G.
!enabling ilros. Burns,
Chicago, March 25.- The sport-
trig goods house of A. G. Spalding ste ,
Bros., on the west side of Wabash
avenue, near Monroe street, was par-
tially destroyed ny fire last. night;
the loss being estimated at $350.-
0,0
Will Drive Out Gamblers.
'ttavesten, Tex., March 26.- The
Fort Worth gambling tragedy has
precipitated a crusade against public
gambling and gamblers in Texas. In
Galveston and many other eiteas and
towns throughout Texas mass-meet-
ings were held today to mernorialatte
the legielature to pass a 'law waking
it a felony to gamble -in a Public re-
sent or conduct any gambling game;
to provide a penalty by imprisonment
in the penitentiary, and to give the
peace officers power to break into and
raid any building containing a gomb-
ling resort.
St. Louis to New Orleans.
St. Lonis, Mo., March 26.-Arti-
cle s of incorporation will be filed
next Wednesday for the proposed
$2..5,0.0,000 steamboat and barge
Which it is retanned to run between
St. Louis and New Orleans. It is
composed of St. Louis capitalists and
business men who have determined
themsAves to, solve the question of
cheaper transportation to southern
ports and particularly New Orleans,
Notice.
Ingleside lodge No. 17, I. 0.0.1'..
will meet Wedueeday. March 27: at
their hall, Fifth and Broadway. The
degrkee will be conferred on several
candidates and all members are
urged to-be present.
beetle Filed.
R. E. Williams and others to CI T.
Handset, property In tee county, $Sie0.
-You are rich enough to he your
owe barker in a "want mi, cam-
paleve-a campaign big eeough to
Reit tonnething or to !leen re Some-
thing.
 AM-
Magneine flub to Have Important
Meeting.
There le a called meeting of the
Magazine club for Wednesday morn-
ing -at 10 o'clock at the home of Mrs.
Prank L. Scott on Nonth Ninth
street. It Is urgent that all the mem-
bers Acted attend, as it is an im-
portant buitittess meeting of the elub.
Easter Party for ettildren.
Master James English, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Janice E. English, will en-
tertain a number of his little friends
with an Easter party on the after-
of Saturday, the 3,0t.h. The in-
vitations were prettily suggestive of
iEaster, and were affitrhed to the
necks of small brown and white rab-
bits.
Sunday School Classes Entertained.
The Sunday Newel classes of Mrs.
W. J. Hills and Miss Effie Murray, of
the Presbyterian Mizpah Mission,
were pleasantly entertained on Satur-
day afternoon at the home of MTS.
'Frills on North Ninth street. The
children enjoyed an Easter egg hunt
in the yard and other games. De-
lightful refreshments were served in
picnic style in the house. Quite a
crowd of Mlle folks were present.
Civics Committee Meeting.
Thse Civics department of the Wo-
man's club is meeting thte afternoon
with Miss Adine Morton, 612 Broad-
way. It is the regular weekly meet-
ing with 'routine beams mainly for
conekleration. The program for the
open meeting on April 4, by the 'de-
Partmeett wit; be considered.
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Tv/Rebell. of
631 Willie street, are the parents of
a new boy baby born last night. Mr.
Twitchell is secretary of the Padu-
cah Marine Railway company.
Mr. Mike Griffin returned to Mur-
ray this morning after spending Sun-
day with his family here.
Contractor F. W. -Katterjohn went
to Cedar Bluff this morning.
Mr. Brack Owen went to Hamby
Station this morning to look after his
eseel en-intee.
Patrolman William Orr has resiim-
ed duty after a week's Illness of
rheumatism.
Mrs. I. D. Wilcox went to Louis-
ville this frowning to visit.
Mr. William Eades- went to Hill-
side mines this morning.
Miss Mettle Brown has returned
from &visit to Morganfield.
Mitts Elizabeth 'Morris and Mrs.
Malott returned to their homes in
New Albany, Ind., today after visit-
ing Mr. W.. F. Morris, 83,3 Madison
street.
J. W. Hutchen, district euperin-
tendent of the 'Kentucky CbIldren's
Home society, of Loutsville, is in the
city in the Interest of the society.
M:FS 'Stella Levy, of Paduc.ah. Ky.,
will arrive to visit Mrs. L. Hess, of
Highland avenue, Monday.-Jackson
Sun.
Mot. 5, H. Roberts and, Mrs. D. C..
Newman, of Jackson Tenn.. arrived
this afternoon to visit then- sister.
Mrs. S. H. Winstead, 629 Washing-
ton street, and attend the annual
meeting of the Home Miagion siciettee
of the Memphis con faience.
Mrs. H. B. Johnston, of Union City.
Tenn., will be the guest of +Mrs. W.
L. Young. 1213 Broadway, during
the amnia: conference of Home Mis-
sion workers at the Treble* Street
Methodist church this week. Mrs.
Johnston formerly lived In Padiesah
and has many friends here.
Mir: Claude Coop has returned tie
-his home .itt Denver, Col., after visit-
ing the Misses Hudson, of Monroe
street.
The Rise of Jimmie Johnson.
VII.-412111410ft PARTNER JOHN6Q4
After sOperletendlnpietrrei-fitr quite a tittle Isms
"ADVERTISING" Johnson then was taken in the *ern.
°Jenkins. Jen,. & ewhesest" was the name upon the store,
And the more the lessinese grew he ADVERTISKp the mere.
The price of • waist ad. is ewe rent a word for one insertion and two




In the :eat 24 months the Commer-
cial club has distributed through
various channels, 640 ,4,00 *tees of
advertising matter. advertising Pa-
d teeth.
The Commercial club has bad r-p-
resentativea at a number of the im-
portant' conventions held within the
last two years, at which a great deal
of advertising has been dot! !A an
effective manner.
The Commercial caw organized a
Farmers' Institute for McCracken
county, and brought to Paducah a
number of the beet experts In the
country on scientific and modern,
up-to-date farming and agriculture.
The Commercial club held a state
farmers' institute, Which eticuld re-
sult in great good to the county.
The Commercial club instituted, or-
ganized and heel en immigration
convention, which attracted attention
all over the United States, and in
some countries abroad.
Through our advertising, we have
had quite one hundred visitors to the
city, investigating the advantages of
Paducah.
The Commercial club has fostered
and assisted the institution of the
Hardy Buggy company, now employ-
ing about Go hands.
- The Commercial club eesieted
largely in the location of the Padu-
cah Box and Basket company in Pa-
dticsh, now employing considerably
over 1.00 hands.
The Commercial located in Padu-
cah the Southern Lumber and Box




J. W. (Bud) Harvey has qualified
as guardian for his - children whose
mother died several days ago.
In Police Coate. -
In police court this morning S. S.
Meadows, charged with embezzle-
ment, waived eeriattenar an and was
held over under bond of $3410. He is
charged with collecting over $1.00
for a Company by which he was. em-
ployed over a year ago, -and failing to
account for it.. .
John Clayton, from appearances a
tramp, but holding a union card, was
given hours to leave the city. He
was "working" hl s way to Louis-
ville.
Other cases: E. Brant, drunken-
ness, $1 and costs; Robert Tbria.n.
-breach of ordinance, con-tinned: Mike
Wade, colored, using insulting lan-
guage, $3 and no costs; Wiley Vicey,
colored, drunk and disorderly, $2',
and costs; Mettle Bradshaw Matti,
Dixon, Hermann ' Clenteute and De!
Johnson, colored, disordeely conduct,
$20 and coots each; Emma Turner,
colored, false swearing, continued.
Pt isoners Senteneed.
County Judge R. T. Ughtfoot ties
morning passed the following sen-
tences:
Aerie Buree, colored, was given
two years in the reformatory for steal
ing saws and other tools from W. R
Hudnell, the contractor.
John Stewart, colored, was given
four years in the
grow Atte a large concern and ern- breaking into the
ploying a substantial number of residence.
hands. Bob Greer and WillIS Dunlap. col-
The Commercial cite) Induced the ored, for stealing hides, petit larceny,
location of the Kentucky Iron andlwere sentenced to 90 days In the
Steel company in Paducah, that is county 18.11.
now employing about 2.5 hands. This
is a growing enterprise and a good
concern.
The Commercial club is now locat-
ing the glass factory concern in Me-
chanicsburg, which will pay out prob-
ably $3,5.00 per -week for labor and
many thousands of dolears for mater-
ial and supplies, and will emplay at
least 150, ,people.
The Commercial -4eub---liaa-- done
work in the way of Inducing two ad.
ditiorsal railroads to come to Padu-
cah, which will bear fruit in the near
futare and be worth millions of
dollars to this city.
The Commercial doh has made Pa-
ducal) a brighter spot, on the map of
the United States, and two years ego,
where we were unknown except to
limited territory, Paducah is now,
known all over ehle country, as bay-




Jennings Bryan in an interview
with your correspondent today,
said: "The only political les-
son on the present railroad age
tation towards federal regulation
is that the public ought not to
give up their local authority
over ritilroads at the request of
managers who do not want to be
regulated at an." Bryan does
not think federal control, as now
advocated by Rockefeller, Fish.
Harriman and other railroad
magnates is at all 11101Ig lines
promised by him In a speech at
Madison Square garden last fall.
J. it. .RoBbHtTs





Mrs. Maude Arbuckle filed suit
against Elston lArbackle, for divorce
on the grounds of abandonment. They
were rnarr:ed in January, .189-3, and
separated in 1901. Habitual drink-




Folle Shelton to Roele Hamilton.
colored,
FOR SALE OR RENT Four room
house. Apply 1,726 liadiscon.
WANTED-- Several leads of goo-ii
rich dirt. Old phone 1868.
WANTED-Good Washwoman for
family of two. Apply 610 Adams,
THE COLORED millinery- store
will have it opening Thursday. Fri-.
day and Saturday. Ella Mitchell
oroprietress.
WANTED-Young man to work on
farm., Apply W. J. 'Boatwright. R.
F. D. No. 3, Paducah, Ky., or phone
610 ring 3.
FOR SALE- Jest finished house
of four TO0111s, reception hell. Front
and back porch. Water in kitchen.
Half block from car line. On 4e foot
lot. Small cash payment, balance on
monthly installments. L. D. Sanders,
President McCracken Real Estate
and Mortgage- Co.. Office 31S South
Sixth street. Phone 7(5.
Mr. J. R. Roberts will reopen his
drygoode store, at 1125 Broadway
Wednesday morning HP is busy to-
day getting everything in readiness,
receiving and opening up his new
goods. Mr. Roberts is one of the.4
most popular men in the city, and.
his many Welds will he pleased toe
know he has adjusted his affairs so I
as to enable hint to resume btisinesso
again.
?EUROPEANS ARE ATT %MET).
fl
Murder of French Pity.scian i
Tomo I:teemed ler Raids. '1
Tangier, March 15.-----IWter dir-e%1
pap-bee received from Moment) City II
say that Cite ssasnetlon there o6
L)r. Menohamp, who was connected "
with the Prequel Omelette Whet°
was followed bt a general etteri
51 15)15 the Nuropefinn who were be
trireme. in thee- bosses and thsit tie
!trete* comet:ter agent wise forced- to ì
fire killing two persons. /Stroud Admitted To Bond.Tom Stroud. the Paducah boiler-
maker now Ipeated in Los Angetteef
Cal., has been held over under a
$6.000 bond for mtmler. lee ehn!
Joseph Shine after Shine had slopped
him in the face. The latter made al
dying statement to this effect. The
boilermakers' union In Los Angeles d' $18 to $30.











Did you attend Saturday I If
not, visit Wallerstein's for
ten .minutes tomorrow. The
tnost impertant gatheriug of
Spring Fashions made by any
&Gibing store in Yaduoah.
EXPOSITION
SPECIAL
Men's strictly all-wool suits,
made of handsome gray dingo-
nals and pin eliteks and plain
black tbibets. These 'suite
'CP hand made throughout
and are the equal of any 1112(1
wit in Padneati. Ex- $15position price is only__
Don't fail to note pie
beauttfal models ic
clotlitMO- •
a display West is sa-
ri tin.,0 the. admiration
of arm/ one. .4fott,'N
Softie to to $40 an (1
n .Vert 's Sti it
1.10===== office
THE BEST THING





Hart is now ready to show the two
best lines of Refrigerators he has
ever brought on. Visit HART.
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
aliTCHELLS for high-grade bIcY-
cies, 326-328 South Third street.
HORTON-SINE-the painters and
paperhangers. -New phone 11166.
WANTED-White girl for general
house-.work. New phase 1251.
WANTED Good cook, 408 Wash-
ington, phone 2604.
WANTED-To buy small tent.
Address Horace G., box 66.
FOR Heating and stowswoon,rinn
437 F. Levin.
CLOTHES ()leaped and repaired.
Jas. Duffy, Phone '956-a.
DRESS MAKING by Beset. Carter,
1,031 Harrison. New phone 1238.
COOK WANTED, 327 South
Fourth. Chris Liebel.
---*T.NTED-Good servant, must
know bow to cook. Reference requir-
ed. Apply 320 North Ninth street.
WANTED-Good work horse end
fresh milch cattle. Ring old phone
566, Jas. R. Moore.
WANTED-Good girl, for general
house work In family of two. Old
phone 227.
FOR . RENT-Third floor over
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Offic-e7
WANTED-$3,000 on real estate
In Paducah. Address L. A. B., P. 0.
Box, 673, City.
FOR ItENT-FOur rooms over
Hugg's drug store, Twelfth and
Broadway. APPLY at drug store.
-FOR SALE or trade for horse, a
ons-horse express wagon and range.
i Phone 2457. --
FURNITURE EXCHANGE. 206U.
South Third, buys furniture and
stoves. New phone 9.041-a.
WANTED - Harness makers.
WI Steady employment at good wages.
*Studebaker harness Co., South
Bend, Ind,
My_ PASTURES are now ready to
eeelve stock. Seven miles from Pa-
:ecith an Contest road. Adttreea
'0"nn W. Roof, Lone Oak, Ky.
LOST - Pocketbook containing
,Ills, Saturday night, between Wal-
eratein's and Palmer Renee. Anyvno
"itttleg same please call at this office.
FOR SALE-- 46 acre farm three
•eiles on Mayfield road. Six room
-,euse, with good outbuildings Ad-
lrese Elizabeth Metzler, Gen. Del.,
,.aducah. KY.
LOOT- -One- roll of Thasseirs oar-
or on reed between Paduesh and
Itindarrit last Friday. Finder pewee
"turn to I, B. Ogilvie & Co., or J.
v. Wilkins, Bandana, Ky.
et; A NtPSti-----A -girl for wrapper In
.rge retail em*. Must be strong
; ad have knowledge of streets and
oeations of-city. Apply at Sun office,
C-. P. R..
LOST-71.sti's jrwatu and l'oh
I ".gi ti movements. Somewhere • be-
etten the Riverside hospital and the





FOR SALE- Barred P1.5 mouth
Rock eggs 21 per 15. Phone 1440.
ASK your grocer for Smith &
Butz's Bread and Cakes. Telephone
68-a.
ONE nice front room furnished for
rent. Bath and all modern conveni-
ences. Apply 918 Broadway.
AGENTS WANTED- To sell ho-
siery and underwear. Possible buyer
in every family. Outfit free. Victoria
Mills, Cincinnati 0.
- FOR BEN'T-Two wick store
louses, Eleventh and Broadway, one
two-story brick business house,
fhirteenth and Clay. Paducah Brew-
ng company.
FREE EMPLOYMENT bureau. No
charges for sefelcee rendered, either
to applicant or employer of labor.
Charity enth, 307 Kentucky avenue,
phone 629 office open from 9 to 12
o'clock every forenoon. "
FOR SALE-Barred, buff, white
Plymouth rock, white, brown, buff.
leghorn, silver lacen, white, buff
Wyandotte eggs, $1.00 per setting of
15. Address Albert Bagwell, R. F. D.
No 4, Paducah, Ky. Phone 733-1.
FOR RENT-The house on South
Seventh street this side of Dr. Red
dick's residence. Possession given
in a few days. Also a fresh milch
cow for sale. Apply to Jake Bieder-
man Grocery and Baking Co.
OF INTEREST to parties with
money-If you have any difficulty in
placing your surplus funds, write or
call on me, as I have a number of
applications for money in sums
from $30.0.00 and up with real estate
security, good interest rates, _ close
personal investigation, all communi-
cations strictly confidential. S. T.
neeele, Loans, Real Estate and In-
surance, Room 3, American-German
Nestles-al Bank.
CHEAP HOUSES-I still have a
nice selection of three, four and five
room cottages for sale--CHEAP---
for cash, on time or terms to mill
puechaser. from $600 to $800. The
best bargains in the city, all on Im.
proved streets and near ear line. A
few just outside the city limits, where
gardens, chickens r d cows may be
had, and vehere the city tax coleeetors
dare not tread. You miss the oppor-
tunity of years if you do not confer
wrth me. They MUST go in the
NEAR future. J. M. Worten.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE for
Paducah property,-besutifel southern
home in Waco. Texas. Lot 12a feet
on street car five bloeks from poet,
office and close to host schools In the
south, large shade trees. Home
seven rooms, brick and frame; all eon.
veniencee. Cost $7,500. Wia sell
at a sacrifice. Climate Ilea] for ewe
morrary trouble. Address Box 64.2
or cull re 210 North Eighth for fur-
ther information.
PUBLIC KALE- I will Offer tot
sale at my farm, 5 miles from Padu-
cah, on the Benton road, Wednes-
day, March 27 1 work mule, 7 years
old; 1 black Aleion mare. 4 year*
old. 1 Templebar mare, 7 years old;
I pony, some Jersey cows, hogs,
corn hay, wagon, surrey, buggy,
hite:tor. &II's, grain grader and all
my farming Implements and °the?
things. Sums of $5 and nnder cask
ovqr $5 six months' emit' with e







To Every Woman Who is Thinking of Buying a Suit, Coat or Skirt: Let her visit Ogilvie 's SuitDepartment, for there she will find exclusive styles and a saving in every garment. Nowhere canthere be found such high class creations at such medium prices as found in Ogilvie 's Suit Department.Black and Colored Voile and Panama Suits, silk lined, fashioned trimmed, direct from the FashionCenters, prices ranging from $22.00 to $45.00.
Light Weight Spring Suits in the season's newest weave, light and dark, colors, a good selection from $15.00 to $45.00. Silk Suits in all the newshades, checked, etc., also black and blues. Styles, Eton, Ponette and Jumper, at from $12 50 to $35.00. Our Skirt Department is also full ofmany handsome and stylish Skirts. We invite you to examine our Voile and Panama Skirts in black and colors, at $5.98, $7.50 and $10.00.They are the best you ever saw for-the price. Other skirts up to $20.00, Our Spring Jackets will also bear close comparison. They are herefor your inspection, all styles, all colors, all prices, $5.00 to $15.00.
Pay the store a visit and see the new things, and remember to dress well and save money, trade at





New Gloves in orilk and kid, long or short, all colors sizes. :-: New
Hone* ry in all the new shades, including red and browns. :-: New
Silks, new Dress Goodsnew Trimmings. A store brim full of the
very newest things for all people. .• . . .• •
Urban Problem Theme Of
Sermon at Methodist Church
If I /Were to found
4iteich, I` would build




wh..re Ns'outen could cook, a reading
room, parlors. a gymnasium, and ev-
erything that could appeal to the
worthy desires of the masses of the
peolee hod make tile church the cen-
ter of social, and civic life. The
church must become more institu-
tional. I am part of the church and
I love the church, but It Is not do-
ing much considering the great
work there is to do. Its Influence is
:tot sufficiently felt and It has be-
come so adapted to the world, that
one sometimes can !scarcely tell
where the church ends and the
word begins.-
in these words the Rev. W. T.
Bol:Ing, pastor of the Broadway
Methodist church, summed up the
impotence of the good people In their
struggle against the powers of evil
in municipal life, during the course
of his sermon last night.
His sermon was the second of a
series on "Civic Evils", and next
Sunday night he will speak about the
remedy. His address last night had
to do with the "urban proleem", and
be minced no words in <Hee:tieing
condttions as they exist in most of
tile cities of this country.
To three things Dr. Boiling laid
the 13101111 of graft withldt Perzliesatea
moont Municipal governmentet the
solidarity of crime, the activity of
great interests seeking special privi-




who in want, tit'eas
will be caught and
of
the least of our
-The poor min,
a side of bacon,
punished, while
the great rascal, who bribes legis-
lators and executive officers goes un-
punished. It is corruption and crime
in the upper crust of politics that
gives us concern." -i s. -
In the solidarity df chime Dr. Bol-
ling showed how the 4`e_ritinal ele-
ment with tie dives alc congregating
Owes plan their depredations and in
turn are found and used for politi-
cal purposes by that lower element,
which always acts In concert at elec-
tion time.
'As the complement of this solidar-
ity Dr. Boling showed how church
people, having listened to a sermon
Sunday, turn their attention to their
business for Rix days, giving no heed
:o the demands of partiotism, and
when e'ection time comes, vote with
their respective parties, thus dividing
their strength, while the under
world is voting as a unit and acting
as the balance of power.
.Fewer laws and better enforce-
ment, were advocated by Dr. Rol-
ling. lie commented on the fset that
when a condition becomes serious,
the good people arise in their might
and demand that smile &astir legle-
i
'alien be enacted Then they rest
itaticified, while the laws go nature-
tilted.
The corruption of legis'ators and
officials by special interests and the
infidelity of public officials were
classed together -by Dr, liolline, and
he added that much of the corruption
wouhl be obviated, if the people paid
their under officials living wagea,--He
mentioned the policeman in Mem-
phis, who receives $65 a month, and
pays $20 a month for house rente
leaving $48 for him to suppOrt a
family of, perhaps, four children.
"He can't do it," .said Dr. Bolling.
"What Is the result? The wife or
children suggest that this or ,that
would be nice to have. He is asham-'
ed to admit before his family that he
1* not able to provide for them. So
he goes to Jones, who conducts a
saloon, and Jones gives lam $5 for
the grocery bill. Another stands for
his meat bill. After that he can not
see any wrong that these men do.
"The whole world is actuated by
this same spirit", continued Dr. Bolr
ling. "The man on a salary Is the
worst off of anybody. The laboring
men have had their wages increased,
but who has heard of the salaried
man getting 'an Increase. It is In the
church. We see how cheap we can
Ret,our minister. We beat down our
clerks,-eand bookkeepers, and editors
and telers. Sometimes in this way
we tempt them to do wrong and
make of them had citizens. "
"Let us awaken to the true condi-
tions In our cities," he said. "Coun-
try life and country polities does not
tend so much to cerruption, and once
when this was a rffral nation we were
not confronted w+th the.- detour. ,
which now beset es It-al our urilan
'population is becoming callouse4. to
ithese conditions that are gradually
affecting the whole nation. Let us re-
turn to the old path of honesty and
truth."
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palmer—H...1. Peterson, New Bri-
tain, Conn.; W. T. Wright,oChicago;
M. J. Collins, Philadelphia; W. R.
Short, St. Login A. A. tinnier, In-
dianapolic-R. I.. Cecil, Louisville;
R. A. Barnes, Louisville: A. E. Ai-
ley, Cincinnati; H. T. Kray, Rock-
ford, Ill:: C. E. Long, Frankfort; W.
L. Powers, St. Louis; J. F. Mathis,
Memphis: .1. T. Crain, Dickman,
Tenn.; W. R. Short, St. Louis.
Belvedere— Lee Rafaleky, St.
Louis; Relph findde, Jackson,Tenn.:
.1. W. Green, New Orleans; C. F.
Shaw, Louisville; R. V. Trevillion,
Golconda, Ill.; W.E. Fraser, Guth-
rie; Seal Jones Macon, (la.; t"11
Warnack, St. Louis.
New Richmond—S. L. Howard,
Louisville; J. V. McDonough, Wal-
nut, Miss E. R. ̀ Hendon, Murray;
J. T. Harrison, St. Louis; Eugene
Davis, Denver, Col,: B. T. Wheeler,
Kuttawa; C. Holifield. Maylield; J.
It Crossley, Mayfield; Harry Miller,
Owensboro; .1. A. Dunn, BirdsvIlle;
G. S. Gaines, filddy•ille; W. E Dan-
ville, Paris, Tex.: J. 0. Nabb,Prinee-
t on.
Spanish Girl Won Heart of Leopol.
Nice. March 2.5.—That intense a -
miration for lovely women has at-
ways inspired King Leepolti, of the
leelgians, is _being manifested in a
rriz014:erfltiti. 1.npol4 has a fresh:  ;It serfs*, a iltarveNnialy bean'
ItItill SPlankilt *a itrbtr often Miennl-pante. his ardpfit maieelY on his
!walk* and MOUS' drives.
i
R. P. HOLLINS
FATHER OF H. C.- HOLLINS DIES
. - AT HADENSVILLE.
Formerly Well Known eterchant of
Trenton, But Had Beet. III foe
Several Years l'ast.
R. P. Hollins, 74 years old, father
of H. C. Hdllins, of this city, died
yesterday moning at the home of
his daughter at fladenaville, Ky., He
had been if several years, and death
was the result of complications. Lit
was formerly well known merchant
of Trenton His son went to Hadens-
vine today where the funeral will be
held.
STEAMER DAKOTA BREAKS ,UP
•
Ship Ashore On Osani Beef Is a To-
tal bons.
Seattle, Wash., March 26.— C. C.
Lacey, supervising engleeer of the
Great Northern Steamship company,
today received word Tram the Orient
that the steamship f akota, which
went ashore on OsAni reef, March 3,
hag broken up. The cab:Agree-1 says
the ship is almost totally under wa-
ter. Only abont 5 per cent. of the
Cargo has been saved.
The fatter a man travels the hard-
er It is for him to pay as he goes --
Chicago News.
DIES AT BEHEST OF BABY GHOST
Ohio Woman Expires After Supposed
Call From Spiritual World.
Springfield, 0., March 25.— Re-
peated visitations from the ghost' of
her baby niece, Alice, who died last
fel, are believed to have been the
cause of the death of Mrs, Daniel
Claner, who was found expiring In
her bed this morning.
Mrs. Clatter's family had been in.
vaded by death no lees than seven
times In the last two years. She was
In feeble health herself and the
death of her brothers and elstefti
weighed upon her mind. She bore tip
calmly, however, until last fall, when
death took her niece, to whom she
was greatly attached.
Five weeks ago her husband, who
was night engineer at the Ohio Odd
Fellows' Home in this city, was
round dead, his body lying between
the boilers In) the engineroora.
was soon after this that she told her
daughter, Mrs. Yost, that she- hid
seen a vision of her niece, surround-
ed by angels, and the baby hand
beckoned to her. Those visions con-
tinued by night and day
"Alice has been calling and beck-
oning to me for a month," she said
to her daughter, "and
Daniel Is gone Mete Is





—Vonr nefgethor's house nmnv have
been placarded "For Mate" for a long
time: but if Ile tie,. lid1.1)' 11,14'd the
damnified advertising columns' you
will soon see moving vans et Ali
door.
SPRING THOUGHTS.
When I view tile unclothed forests
in the early spring time it calls to
my mind the time
When God first clothed the earth
with green and sprinkled it with
flowers.
When there was no living ereaturi
seen within its pleasant bowers.
Then by His word God tied the
earth
And waters underneath
With thing above the plants In
worth
That feel an4 move and breathe.
the fishes eoverild are with scales,
See how they swiftly glide.
With his vast tall
The wondrous \whale
Scatters the waters wide,
Inserts with humming fill the air
And sparkle In the sun.
The butterfly by colors fair pleasell
everyone.
The birds among the branches sing
And chirps the nightingale.
Redbreast shines with painted wing,
The dove dries softly wall.
LM NI' COLLINS.
THE BATTLE OF PADUCAH—
ANNIVERRANY IS TODAY
Today is the forty-fourth annivee
eery of the Battle of Paducah. The
battle was fought on flood Friday,
March 25, 1863, and Is remembered
vividly by many of the older resi-
dents of Patinellti It rained al' that
day, sad, the-dollit- esee--hre while If
lasted. Forrest and Buford were the
opposing commanders.
















THERE IS AN IMPRESS OF REFINEMENT
About the New Store's Spring Suits, and
ExclusiVeness is Assured in Its Offerings
T 
HE impress of distinctive tefinement about everything from our store
was never better exempli ied than in our Spring Suit Offerings. It
  but reveals the success o our well directed efforts and attests our
keen judgment in knowirig what will meet the requirements of you
exacting Paducah men. , Our range of styles and fabrics are very
broad you will find every style a4d pattern here that should be and none
that should not. The three buttonlcoat, with the slight tracing cut will again
be very popular, and the two button coats will find great favor, too, with Pa-
ducah dressers. Of course these sttles find great prominence here, but the
most attractive feature of this stork is its prices, the first consideration you
give anything. The range on suits, /for instance, is from $10.00 to $40.00, and
at each arid every price you will get all the value it is possible for the amount
to purchase anpwhere in season. Qur windows are a reflection of our store.
Note them in pasking every day you will see something of great insterest.
al,
SEE OUR DISPLAYS OF EASTER TIES—




Sword and Torch in Northern
Roumania.
•
Pcitsonts Fight Troops W1110 Try to
Check Looting Aid Burn- . •
lug of Towns.
10,000 JEWS AKE 'HOMELESS
Vienna, March gee—Front the este._
mates of the damages made tonight
it appears that 400 farms in Moldavia
have been devastated, 8,000 fugitives
have Led over the Romanian fronter
Into Austria, and a total or 10,0410
Jews are homelese.
The member of dead and vioundiel
cannot be giveo accurately, but the
reports of te‘ley give a total of in'
men killed and. 150 wounded.
The outbreia seems to have been
particularly suppreseed. The Ronien-
tan government is still "kg/Wing troops
into the allilitated district. Practical-
iv the entire pretfluee of Moldavia has
been involved.
Agrarian, Not Aatl-Jewish.
The movement is really more agrar
tan than antiAemitic. The peasants
are in revolt against the great farm-
1r-it trust, which has leased half the
cultivatable lands in Moldavia. The
absent landlrods who costrol the
'trust happen to be Jees, and this fact
brings the ire of the peasants down
upon any and all Jews that they meet,
anti 'to this anLipathy is added strong
racPa . feeling arising from otaer
ea time.
On Thursday 400 peasants tried to
Invade Michatleni. in spite of the
fact that there was a eefficient num
her of Roumanian troops in this town
to stop the 'rioters, the pettoants
first got the upper band because the
soldiers, acting upon the orders of the
prefect of the towa, were sot permit:Is
ted by tbeir °Meets to open Ore. fT
the face of the menaces orthe furious
peasants • however, some of the Rohl-
leredid fire -against orders. This vol-
ley killedfilteen of the rioters and
wounded fiftysfive, whereupon.. the
4pissaasta withdrew. . ,
Mottle at Vastul.
A more succesefut attack was made
at Valerie to the sottth elf Jeettly. -Here
a body of 2000 pea/Mara forced their
wa fat the torn The prefect of
Vaslui did not hace sufficient troops
at his cciumand to stop the onward
march rf the infuriate& oewatrymen.
He stood by a helpless witness wh:le
the rioters, in an incredible short
space of time, plundered practically
a'.1, the buildings on the three prin-
cipal streets of Vas:ui, then set them
on fire. The peasants had looted
freely and the fire completed the
work of destruction. .
The prefect sent in a hurried appeal
TESTED AND PIR(WEN.
There Is a Heap of solace in Being
Able to Depend Upon a Well.
Earned Reputation,
For months Paducah readers have
seen the eonstant expression of praise
for Down's 'Kidney Pills, and read
about thse good work they have done
in this locality'. Not another remedy
ever produced such convincing proof
of merit. •
W. He Smith. of 1012 South
Fourth erect, Paducah, Ky.. says:
"My beck has troubled me for some
years past and it would ache so just
at th# tips that I would have to go
and lie down and then I could not
get up without help. I tried plasters
and everythheg that would come to
my notice that I thought would help
me. I did receive some benefit but
the trouble would return again in a
short time as severe as _eYer. One
day we noticed Doan's Kidney Pills
advertised so I sent to DuBois &
Co.'s drug store for a box. I took
them as directed and in .about one
week I was able to go about my work
as *total. The lameness in my back
and shoulders disappeared and Ine
kidneys began to perform their work
in the natural way. I found that it
was kidney troteltle that caused me
to ache so notch, but Doan's Kidney
Pills relieved me of all the trouble
and I can cheeruliy endorse them."
(Front a statement given in 11100.)
, Cured to tasty Cured.
On Feb. 1s, 1941, Mr. Smith said:
"Seven- years ago Dean's Kidney
Pills cured me of a severe attack of
lame bark and kidney trouble. I
gave e statement at that time telling
Of the cure they had effected, and af-
ter this long test I take pleasure in
again endorsing this remedy to the
Public for I do vat believe they have
an oral. Doane; Kidney Pills made
a complete cure in my ease It I have
not had an attack since."
Per- sale-by all dealers. Price feet
(vote. Foster-Milburn floe Buffett°,
Kew York, sole agents for the, United
$tates.
Remember the name— Dean's---
and take nerother.
for reinforcements add- the peasants.
in ignorance of this step, remained in
the town., until the-seldiers arrived.
There then ensued a serious fight tie
and dowu the burned streets. The
soldiers cazne out victorious. Twenty
rioters were killed and many were
wounded. , The commander of the
troops, MAJ. Cakori, sustained serious
Injuries.
The entire Roumanian district was
up in arms. Here the authorities
were powerless and the peashnts pil-
laged, burned and devastated every-
where. All the buildings in the vil-
lages of Halancesti, Herlesti, Hotels-
tent, and Ninelusen were demolished,
and the villages are now more than
heaps of ruins.
It is estimated Chat not leFe than
8,000 fugitives have crossed the fron-
tier into the Auestrian province of
Bukowina, where they are being cared
forms well as possible.
Attack a Whole Regitnent.
The most aerious fight of today oc-
ctired near Matra, a town about ahoy
miles southwest of Jassy. Several
thousand peasants marched against
this town, where an entire regiment
of infantry was -stationed-. The sol-
diers charged the peagonts with fixed
bayonets. The peasants replied to
this onslaught with rifle and revolver
fire, and then the troops began shoot-
ing back. The' fighting lasted over
an hour before the rioters retreated.
Fifty-two of' 'then; were killed, 67
wounded, and 2e0 made prteoners.
Of the troops 8 men were killed and
27 wounded. •
The estimate of 16.400 Jews with-
out homes is considered hereto he
conservative. Motet of these fugitives
,saved abroluleelly nothing, escaping
with their lives. Four thousand Jews
tied to Bucharest, where the authori-
ties are now making every effort to
assist them, but practically all are
obliged to elleep in the open air.
The entire garrison at Bucharest is
being herd in readiness foleserviej in
the disturbed district. Reinforcements
to the number of 1,800 men have
been brought Into the city by !special
trainer Eight thousand reservists
have been called to the colors.
glories of Outrages.
The fugitives who have escaped In-
to Austria tell dreadful stories of the
outrages to whieh they have been sub-
jected, 'bat tonight they are so worn
out wilt their flight Cr so tinder the
spell of.the fear that drove them Prom
Roumania, that no one can give a (1,
taeed element of,hts or her expe•
epees
Fugitives from,. Botosahnik, wi
were the fired to rench the frentee
declared tonight that a body of 2.iseo
peasants succeeded In forcing theiri
'
way into town after midnight. The
people of Hour hulk had eeen in-
formed of thelev'eueetng, and most of
the women and children had been
started toward the frontier. The men
remained behind for the purpose of
offering 'resistance and defending the
property. The reports are to the ef,
feet that the bloodthirsty rioters kil-
led many persons in Bototeahnik, but
it has been impossible to get reliable
figures.
It now appears that the peasants
had carefully planned for Glee upris-
ing. They had perfected an organiza-
tion and determined upon the day to
begin. They were subdivided into
bandit of 1%600 men each, each bend
had an appolatted leader, and the lead-
ers had been- informed as to exactly
where they could commit outrages
without fear of serious resistance.
In Peril of Famine.
In the town -of Botoaahni the scar-
Lively Times in
Want Ad. Land-
The man "on a quest is
abroad in the ladd—in
"WANT-AD.-LAND."
He is a many-aided man—
ioc he wants to erade a fold-
ing bed for a phonograph—a
carriage--to hire a servant
girl—to find another clerk
for his store—to rent some
furnished rooms—to find a
business partner—to sell a
patent—to dispose of a buse-
neaa venture—to sell such
things as trembonea and
trucks, bonds and book-cages,
crutches and cash-registers--
to find the elusive "better
tenant"--to buy a piece of ma
chinery—to buy and to sell
and to lease and to exchange
and to hire and to find all








The coat of a want ad. in THE
SI" is only ONE CENT A
WOW.
city of meat and bread is beginning
to entail suffering. A number of
butcher and baker shops were detsbroy-
ed, while the remainder have closeted
up. Nobody dares to sell meat. While
the situation in this district is slight-
Her Probable Reason. _
I "Day befere yesterday, right outIn-freer-of tire toteeelmee," said the
landlord of the tavern at Polkville,
Ark., "a nice-looking grass-widow
met a feller tort had been going
ly better today, the conditions in the with her some, and fired three shots
district of Dorogoi, about twenty at him, one of which tore off con-
miles to the northewest of Botosahni,
have changed for the worse. The ten-
ants of all the farms near Herza and
Moinika have fled.
The town of $Dorogot was attacked
yesterday by a body of 4,00t.) peasants
The local clergymen made vain efforts
to calm the excited masses. The peas-
ants would not listen to them and
swept them out of their rath. A
regiment of cavalry was then called
into-action and attacked The peasants
vigorously. The mob finally were
driven hack, but not before many
;nen had been killed or wounded. It
is still impossible to ascertain the ex-
act number.
Health in the Canal Zone.
The high wages paid make it a
mighty temptation to our young ar-
tisans to join the force of skilled
workmen needed to construct the
Panama Canal. Many are restrained
however by the fear of fevers and
malaria. It is ttee knowing ones—
those who have used Electric Bitters,
who go there without this fear, we
knowing they are safe from meter'
ous influence with Electric Bitters
on hand. Cures blood poison too,
biliousness, weakness and all stom-
ach, liver and kidney troubles. Guar-
anteed 'by all druggists. 60c.
The Premature Peres.
First Reporter-1 see h; the !act]
edition that our old schoolmate,
Jones has committed suicide.
Second Reporter—Flurry down
and you may be in time to -prevent
his doing it —April Smart Set,
The Touch That Heals
Is the touch of Bucklen's Arnica
Salve. It's the happiest combina-
tion of Arnica rowers and healing
balsams ever compounded. No mat-
ter how old the sore or ulcer is, this
Salve will cure it. For burns, scalds,
ruts,, wounds or piles, it's an abso-
lute ell-re. Guaranteed by all drug-
gists. 26c.
Many Stenographic Systems,
Tnere are 4e1 stenographic sys-
tems in use in the civilized- World.
Truth la often homely. but that Is
no fault of the truth.
Among other things of passing Im-
portance are free tickete,
siderable of his south ear as be was
rapidly going east. I was settlre on
the porch at the time, and saw it
all, aria—"
"Great Scott!" ejaculated the
washing machine agent, pricking up
his ears eagerly, "unless it Is a mat-
ter that you don't care to diseuess,
I wish
your opinion, was the lady's reason
for such an act?"
'"Well, I reckon," was the ingenu-
ous reply, "that she was mad at
him. Of course, _she migntta't have
been—you can't tell much about
women, you know— but that's the
way it looked to me,"
—Toni P. Morgan in April Smart
Set.
"How do you know he Is used to
receiving letters from that girl?"
"Because," answered Miss Cayenne,
"he knew immediately where to look
for the second page."— Waehingeee
you would tell me what, in Star.
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THIS?
Another Big Factory Shipment of Guitars That Go at Unheard of Low Prices.
No: 1—Best Guitar shown for the price, only ................S 1. 1 5
No. 2—Guitar, well made, good tone, extra valae......$ 1.90
No 3.—Guitar, two piece back, better *ban No.
No. 4—Guitar, celluloid edge, two piece back, fine tone,.tipe
finish, regular $3.50 guitar for.. ........ $2.65
No. 9—Solid oak guitar, ladies' size, very fine tone, guaran-
teed in every way, worth $5, for_   — $3.95
Other numbers from  , $4.45 to $ 15
Money back if our guitars don't suit you.
0, E, WILSON, The Book and Music Man
At Harbour's Department Store.
Ask any dealer for
the oldest bottled in
bond whiskey he














Near city, fertile, high, dry land, in. best neighborhood;
Have Just platted into lots of about five acres each the 240 acre
(Williams) tract, joining
next to city by Perkins
Burl_ .sr Lane Road and
feet frontage on Buckner
graveled In front of
Hinkley!Ile Gravel Road,
through the tract, so that
the Pines lands on west. Bounded
Creek and Pines lands between,
filnkleville Gravel Road. Has
Lane Road, said road
4138
just
this land. Has -7-6-7- feet -fr`bnt on
and plat gives 40 feet cross roads
each and every lot fronts either on
these gravel roads or these newly opened roads. Most of the
lots front at each end on these roads. No nicer land in Mc-
Cracken county. The 20 acres front on HinklevIlle road has
nice grove of forest trees on it and lays so as make ideal
residence sites.
Price on the Hinkleville road front is $100.00 per acre, of
which $10 acre cash and
ments running the years.
terms. While these prices
desirability of lots and
and see plat and list men
balance in monthly or quarterly pay-
All other lots $65 acre on same
are uniform, there is difference in
first customers get choice. Come
who have taken dozen lots before I
could get the parcels staked off. For home or investment lots
you lose opportunity if you fall to take this. On one loe is new
5-rootia house which Is priced at $800 additional to cost of
•land at 265 acre.
W. M. JANES
Trueheart Building
Old Phone 997-r -
M) EARLY ELECTION TO SENATE
Candidates at Madison Fall to Reach
an Agreement on Date.
Madison, Wis., March 25.--Lead-
ters in the senatorial fight have been
bolding conferences all dtay in an at-
tempt to agree on a date for begin-
ning balloting, but have been unsuc-
cessful. The general sentiment now
seems to favor postponing the elec-
tion until after Spooner's resigna-
tion goes into effect oil May 1. There
Is no apparent change in the strength
of the different caneidates. A medi-
cal examination as a prerequisite to
Marriage will be necessary in Wis-
consin, if a bill introduced in the as-
sembly today becomes a law. The
blil prohibits the marriage of any
person who is insane, idiotic, feeble-
minded or epileptic; requires a phy-
eian's certificate the There ie no
physical impediment to marriage:
vides that county udgeti inatead ol
county clerks shall it-sue licenses, and
prohibits any suspension of the live-
day period between the issuance of
the license and the marriage cere-
mony.
DE RUYTER DA.Y.
Amsterdam, March 25. — A
holiday was observed today in
celebration of the Dime hun-
dredth anniversary of the birth
of Admiral De Ruyter, HolLand's
great naval minmander.
Twenty minutes of rain in a year
is sometimee all the, -outhern Egypt
gets, and there Is no dew in that
country.
Anti meny a geel trwrories the wrong





When Eating am ()range Why Do
You Throw the Shie 'Away?
You immediately answer, because
the skin is indigestible, unpalatable,
useless.Says Imputation Cast Byjury This delicious and nutritious fruit
has a parallel. in cod liver oil. Over
50 medicinal alkaloids or* cutative
elements are to be found in the
cod's liver and for centuries people
have been swallowing oil, the greasy,
indigestible, nauseating oil, either in
it raw form or in an emulsion, to
t the benefit- of -these-, medicinal
elements. -
No it has been prove)) by two
celebrat,ed French chemists that the
oil which envelopes 'the curative
propertiee found in the cod's liver is
just as ushiess as the skin of an or-
ange, and have diroe*red a way to
separate all bf these medicinal ele-
ments from the oil, retaining allwood Thursday night to the effect that is good and eliminating the bad,that the moral ideas of the colonist,, and thus make Vinol.are advanced over those of the ex- This will explain what a valuableelusive residents of the suburban medicine Vinol is, and why it is su-city. He said tonight, in defense of perseding old-fashioned cod liver oilhis colony and himself, that the jury and emulsions, and why it has beencalled to investigate the death at tae so successful in curing stomachHelicon hall fire of Lester Briggs had troubles, giving strength and renew-made unwarranted deductions from ed vitality. to the weak, run-doventhe answers he had given them, and and aged and curing chronic coughs,had put to him questions assuming a colds, and building up the convales-condition of morals which did not ex- cent, and it is because we know so1st among the colonists, well of what Vkiol is made that weMr. Sinclair made his statement unhesitatingly offer to return moneyfrom his bed. He was found in the in every ease where it fails. W. B.Hotel Cumberland, under the care of Mrighergots, Druggist.a trained nurse, and receiving the at, Note— While we are sole agentstendon of Dr. William Fisher Grier. for Vino' in Paducah, it is now forMr. Sinclair's foot, which had been sale at the leading drug stare in near-cut and burned by hot cinders the ly every town and city in the coun-iii,ghi‘oethe firead become inflamed try. Look for the Vinol agency inso the physician said, and these pre- your town.
cautionary measures had been taken
against blood poisoning. The head
colonist had begun to use his foot too
soon, and now he must remain in bed
for several days.
Resents Line of Inquiry.
"I want to state this as emphati-
cally as I know how, that the Helicon
home colony was not a free love com-
munity." said Mr. Sinclair when the
questioning of the coroner's jury
was recalled to him. "And you may
add that I as well as the other mem-
bers of the colony, resent the imputa-
tion cast upon us by the questions
put to some of us as witnesses last
night at the inquest in Englewood.
The line of questioning seemed to
give the broad inference that out'
morals were not what they should
have been and that we were living
under a free-love regime.
"The members of the jury asked
m; aligut the keys to the lionise feed
I told them we had no keys, simply
meaning,, to give information to show
that any one might have entered our
place at apy hour of the night. The
jury took my statement to mean the
whole house was open and there was
free eommunication between the
rooms of the colonists. I don't know
anything about this' I don't suppose
the people_living in Helicon hall turn
ed the locks on themselves any more
than they would do if they had been
living in the houte_of a friend.
iii (Hair,
Head of Financial Department and
Some of Books arc Now
in Cuba.
MW NWHY Tins; U ARE UPAID
New York, March 25.—Upton SIR-
lir. father of thelmrnt out Helteon
al colonrats, resents the imputation
made by the coloner's jury at Engle-
was as much privacy here as in any
Pullman ear, and certainly none of
us erer gave a thought to the pos-
sible wrong interpretation that might
be given the method of our accom-
modation."
Mr. Sincleair added that from the
time 91e Helicon hail colonists moved
in up to the day of the fire there
had been much curiosity among the
Englewood folk about the manner of
their living. Ite had heard stories
circulated about town to the effect
that the colonists did not invite their
friends among the townspeople be-
cause they had something they want-
ed to conceal.
"Last night when we were called
upon to face the coroner's jury we all
found a distinct air of hostility mani-
fested toward us by the members of
that body. Upon me in particular
they seemed to- visit their die/pleasure
and I am afraid they thought they
had made a fool of me. Maybe they
did. 1 felt that they did.
Why Bills Are Unpaid.
"They blamed us for running Heli-
con hall as a hotel without obeying
the hotel laws for protection against
fire. Why, that building housed a
school many years before we took it,
and when we entered we found no
fire protection at all. We immediate-
ly bought three fire extinguishers and
Mrs. Hahn was in New York buyingSays Rooma Were Private._ fire escapes when the building burn-"The jury also seemed to find sig- ednincance in the arrangement we had An apologist for the colonists saidmade for the accommodation of the the inimical spirit of the jury mightworkers on. the third floor. We were be accounted' for gy the fact thatgreatly crowded for room. We made several of its members were trades-little bedrooms in theybig studio on men who held bills against the eolo-the top floor by erecting partitions ay. The financial affairs of the 1,about ten feet high, and we had long sociation had been badly mucicieens screening the rooms. There just about a month before the fire.
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We have in stock the GENUINE COLUMBUS Bug-
gies, Phaetons and Surries---all 1907 styles.
Call and See Them.
Povvell=Rogers C
129-131 North Third Street.
of Supt. Trandall. He was forced to
go to Havana fb 'recuperate and he
took some of the account books with
him. The colonists continued to pay
their board and lodging, but no set-
tlement- of outstanding bills could he
made while Mr. Randall was away
with the books of the financial de-
parement which were in his Posses-
sien. So it Was that, though there
was something like $1.500 in a bank
to-4he credit of the colony, no pay-
ments could he made to the, clamor-
ing butcher and baker. When the
superintendent returned or gave up
his place aed another WRA appointed
al: biHs listed would be made ready
for payment.
Will Abndon Eaniewood.
"We will not return to Englewood."
was Mr. Sink-lair's final dictum in
layng away the ghost of the Helicon
colony that was. "We would find too
many psychological obstacles to over-
come before we could be happy. Tae
colonists are keeping in tpuch. how-
ever. and we will get settled down
somewher else before long."
LINTER
And remember the next time you surferfrom pain—mused by Ramp Weather--when your head nearly burst, from
neuralgla—try nallard's snow Lint-rnent. It will cure you. A prominentbusInesa man of Hempstead.. Texas,writes: "I have used your liniment.Prevloup to using It I was n great suf-ferer from Rheumatism we& Neuralgia-em pleased to say that now I am freefrom these complaints. ; am sure ;owe this your Ilnlihent."Sold by all druggists.
Mrs. Peck (reading)—"Teils mag-
azine writer stays that men have more
Vain* than women, Do you bellse





An Event That Combines a Cordially At-
tractive Exposition of the New
4.1g$ e
Modish Spring Merchandise
With a Collection of Special Offerings, thereby Making
the Occasion, All in All, One of Unusual Interest.
i s t. -Web
WE can safely say that we have succeeded in bringingtogether this Spring, the choicest merchandise, andthe smartest and most attractii e Spring garments whichdame Fashion has decreed. Our buyers by careful selec-tion and by buying in large quantities have been able to as-emble in this store these unequaled values of the highestgrade and at a moderate price.
To see these things is but to learn what AuthoritativeFashion has decreed, and we assure every visitor a cordialgreeting and welcome stay whether they are bent on in-spection or buying.
To add zest to this opening we offer you
Special Offerinss in Spring Suits








"THE ,S1 YLE STORE"
Ilngil.ii ,Pronounolation.
There is a village in Ntsrth Devon
which the signootts call Woltartlis-
worthy, but whdeth we have heard
ronou need " Woolsarthe." Very like-
ly, growever. if you went there and
pr000unced it so you would be re
proved for the contraction.
This was' what happened to us at
Cirencester. Blessing through that
town we were solemnly corrected for
clang it "Oicesttar." On the -other
band, when wanderingin Norfolk anti
tirawLng nigh to a peace which was
marked on the map "Happisburg,"
we found ourselves quits unintellia4-
hie because we did not pronounce it
"Ilszebro."
Even in E,ngllati the difference be-
tseen sight and. sound is confined to
a small minority of words, though
some people seem to be of Vile same
opinion as a _young lianoverin lady
of our actosaineance who naively re-
marked; "You English do pronounce
so strangely. There is your great
author; you spelt hop 1)..t..c-k-e_n




Lost, betweeu 9:30 p. m. yester-
day ani noon today, a bilious attack,
iv
1
tea nausea aed kick iisailache.
TM* ions was occasions:I by findingmen have my dear." —Columbus It a drug store a box of Dr. KintrfDiepatch New Life PlEa, the guaranteed cure
for hIllesisness, malaria and Jalludia•
A.!) ttruistits, 26c.tog It.




Eccentric Appearing Person— "Ihave here, sir, $100,600, saved from Termyson W. WrIghtfcllow. 
t."—Puck. 
thcmy earnings, whieh I wieli eou wpuld. P",
invest for 'me in some good payingi
stock." 




We are ready for all kinds of haulinx.
TELEPHONE 499
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.),
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine Shop.
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YOUR HOME AT EASTER TIME
A McDougal Labor Saving Kitch-
en Cabinet, noth- 1 Ato $29ing just as good foreP I 8
For summer comfort, as well as
economy, a Direct Action Gas
Stove is the article.
We have them .
$15.75 tofrom $50
Now is just the time to buy that Parlor Suit. We show you a large
assortment for your selection. You coaldn't duplicate this
S22 00three piece suit for $30.00. We sell it for 
Just the time to get 11 Rani:ley Or
W hite Enameled Refrigerator.
They are the kind that save.) your
ice bill. We S7,50 to $100have them from
New things in sideboards, finely
finished oak, nice beveled French
plate mirror, well worth $30.00.
We offer them to you $22 00for
Long, hot summer evening' will pass by
pleasantly if you have a (Iraphopnone. We
have both the Columbia and Edison. Also
all the latest Records.
CASH OR CREDIT
WHAT OF IT? Is it to have a new dress too?'
Why not? Is home comfort to be neglected
for mere personal adornment? Surely not---especi-
ally in the face of the many splendid things we
are offering now. Truly, a great spring sale---big
inducements to buy--if a liberal credit---a small
payment down--if good furniture and fair prices
are what you want, then here's your chance.
There never has been offered to the home-keepers
of this city a better opportunity to buy than this.
CREDIT
The benefits of an open account
with us you should thoroughly
understand before buying else-
where. All we require is that
you pay a little-at-a-time, as
your income permits. We cor-
dially invite you to open an ac-
count with us—NOW.
DOLLARS
$1.00 a week is all you need to
pay on a Buck's Stove or Range,
or in fact that is about all re-
quired on the greater portion of
articles handled. Every possi-
ble advantage that good business
judgment warrants we extend
you.
You cannot duplicate our line of Felt Mattresses. They are the best
on earth. The regular $15.00 kind we oiler yon
for $12.50
Large variety of "open stock" sets,
both in China and Porcelain. Start
your set now and fill in as you
wish to.
YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD
One of the articles to help make
summer comfortable. We have
them to suit all pockets. P..11,
Spring and Mattress com-
plete. S9.00
One thousand selected Rugs 9x12, in the Willingham, Biglow, Bag-
dad Wiltons; Tapestry and Ingrains for your selection. Also full
line of Carpets and Mattings. Prices guaranteed just a little less than
elsewhere. Our patterns are most beautiful.
You" couldn't buy a duplicate of _
this table under $)7.50,$12 we are selling it for   50
The Lalance 6 Gros Jean White Enameled Ware
Is the standard of quality. Every piece guaranteed. We show you their full line, at prices little more than you pay .for the
cheaper kinds. A set of these for your kitchen will add greatly to your household.
ierrrti
Just the nicest assortment it has
ever been our pleasure to offer you.
.. , ....$2.00 to $60.00
Here is a real bargain in
Dining Room Sets—our
regular $1.0.00 ones for
$42.50
Always was and always will be the king of
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MEN ADMIRE
b pretty face, a good figure, but
aocsaer er later learn that t be
Sealthy, \ happy, contented woman
it most of all to be admired.
Women troubled with fainting
spells, irregularitiese nervous irrita-
lellity, backache, the "blues." and
those dreadfill'deagging seueations,
es,nuot hope -10 be happy or popular,
and advaneeioent in either home,
business or social life Is impossible.
The cause of these troubles, how-
ever, yields quickly to Lydia E. Pink-
ham's Vegetable Compound made
from native roots and herbs It acts
at once upon the organ afflicted and
the nerve centers, dispelling effec-
tually all those distressing symp-
toms. No other medicine in the country
indorsement or has such a record of
L} dia E. Pinkham
,
s
Mies Emma Runtzler, of 631 State
"For a long time I Was troubled
drain all my strength away I had
irritable. and all worn out. Chancing
of a case similar to mine cured
Compound, I decided to try it and I
benefit received-. I am entirely well
Lydia E. Pinkbam's Vegetable
remedy for all forms of Female Complaints,
Displacements, Inflammation and
paring for childbirth awl the Change
Mrs. Pinkham's Standing
Women suffering from any form
promptly communicatewith Mrs. Markham,
Is free and always helpful.
.<.''',"ve .....,..,%410;























has received such unqualified
cures- of female ills as has
Vegetable Compound
St:, Sekeneetady. N. Y., writes:—
with a weakness which seemed
dull headaches, was nervous,
to reed one of your advertisements
by Lydia E. Pinkhanas Vegetable
cannot express my gratitude for the
and feel like a new person."
Compound is the, most successful
Weak Back, Falling and
Ulceration, and is invaluable in pre-
of Life.
Invitation to Women
of female weakness are invited to
at Lynn, Mass. Her advice
Guarding it Great Wires;.
They do say tb.:t 0.7' m e 1: ea il
heiress cf wide-know?. neere is le ver
by any chance allowed out of v* :at
of one or more respensible per sans
who- act in the capacity of a body
guard or seeret service men. The
luckkese girl can never mave, outside
the demiciiie for a run in the Park
or a trip down the avenue or in pay
a visit to another girl unless Carona
parried, not merely chaperoned. Chap-
erons da not ecunt nowaiays. And
wherefore thee precauitions? Sitrafry
because mademoiselle is such an
heiress she is a quarry. far fortune
hunters and a recognized class, of
conspirators who stink at nothing In
their social brigandage! Forrner'y
it was the detritnentals whom rnam-
ma /tatted; now it. Is a much balder
echemer that may swoop down
moment and carry off the dove
millions. Funny, is a not, that'such











A repuistion imolai:0, your fel:ow
men
For expert wisdom a a prize
grand;
And yet it has its diffictaties when
The lawyers get you on the witness
stand.
—Washington
Jack Autoist— What kind
spark pug do you like the best?"
Jane Horsewoman— -Any old





If you resolve to save a
small, of the money you earn,
or oftener in our Bank at
be pleased and surprised to
accumulate a substantial
Home Savings Bank to help
open you account with us.
small accounts.
Way to Get .
by Saving.
certain portion, however
deposit it each month
4 per cent interest, you'll
find how quickly you will
Mtn. We will loan you a
you save. E1.00 will














' -Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAtEST'ATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
iamia:;.-,Iihe
_




First-Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth -it irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself
senditlifkus your laundry.I,
STAR LA-UNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
FREAK BANQUETS
OF MANY KINDS
Odd Fancies of Well Known
People Set Out.
Most Foolish People Who HAVV0.4intit-
big Elee To Do But Think of
Lthearre Effeets.
•
ADE HEWITT'S BABY LUNCH
If there is any limit to the eccen-
tricities of hospitality it must sarely,
one would think, have been reached
In some of the "freak" banquets re-
cently given across the Atlantic.,
Some time ago Mrs. Abram Hewitt,
wife of an ex-mayer of New York,
gave a higher novel party eo a num,
her of her ultra-fashionable friends,
says Tit-Bits. Each guest appeared
in baby clothes—the ladles in short
skirts, with their hair in pigtails, and
the men beardless and wearing patch-.: •
ed breeches. All- carried dolls, slates
and sponges, and recited their les-
sons to Mr. W. K. Vanderbilt and
Mrs. (loudest, who figured as school-
master and schoolmistress respective-
ly, while the proceedings were fur-
ther enlivened by a chants of proles-
t:eaal Ringers dressed as monks and
nuns.
('el&rates Divorce Anniversory.
Mr. Romaine Pier son, a well known
American clubman, celebrated the
tenth anniversary of his divorce. by a
dinner ta twenty-four of his friends
at the Beach Hotel-, Chicago. Tee in-,
vitations•to the feast were ornament-
ed with designs representing broken
hearts; the princiPal toast was,
"Here's to my mother-in-Law, Heaven
may bless her, but I don't insist,"
and the place of honor was occupied
by a gentleman whose furniture had
been seized by his former wifea few
days earlier.
An eccentric feast was given recent
ly by Mr. Frank G. Balsa°, of 43rook-
lyn, to the doctors and nurses who
had attended him during and after a
eerious operation. The Wine3 were
drunk out of- medicine bottles, the
tables were decorated with antiseptic
lint, and the ices were served in the
form of human skulls.
Beasts and Birds Were There.
For originality, however, -it would
be difficult to beat the supper party
given a few weeks ago by -Mrs. Fiske-
Griffin at her home in a fashionable
suburb of Chicago. Ten of the lead-
ing members of Chicago society es-
corted a bird or animal to the supper
table, the guests including .a guinea
Pig, a white pfg, a rooster, a rabbit,
a dove, a parrot, a lizard, a terrier, a
cat and a squirrel the pig having the
honor of being escorted by the hoet-
ess herself. Covers were laid for 21),
and each four-footed or feathered
guest was/ served with its own pet
delicacies—the rabbit with lettuce,
the lizard with flies, the cat weth a
live mouse and so on,
Ponies at Banquet.
At a "pony banquet" given by Mr.
Harvey 6, Ladew. at Glen Cove, Long
'Island, the, guests of honor were two
Ponies which had won the principal
prizes at the Pilling IRIcck horse show.
The four-footed guests were installed
In two horse boxes, draped in silks
and embowered in roses: and between
them sat the host at the head of the
horshoe table at which forty more
human guests eve seated. Dinner
was served to the ladies, gentlemen
And Ison:e5 together, the tatter feast-
ing on oats, carrots and 'other delica-
('ies, .served In silver buckets, and
drinking water Donk gold-hooped
wooden pails.
- At another banquet in honor of a
prize Pomeranian, the canine guests
were seated on high chairs and fed
boilers with veal cutlets, sausages,
chocolates and ice cream, with a lib-
eral slice each of a birthday cake
which might have graced a royal
la lac—Louisville Times.
liners Control Transvaal,
Pretoria eferce - The first
Transvaal' pari:amen4 under the nee,:
constitution met here today, an odd
mixture of English and Beers The
Boers have a majority, and most of
the members were veterans of the re-
(sent war with the Pincikh. The pro-
ceedings were noneineted elternately
In English and Mitch, a speaker fre-
quently beainniag his remarks In one
language and finishing in the other.
Benjamin Fe Hamilton of Saco.
Me., claims to be the fleet storekeep-
er In New England to employ women
reefers. . He recently linseed his
pigaty-eighth birthday.
Merles haw Watts, a sixteen-yeas:-
old bey of Kant', England, witighe 373
famed* and is still eating.
i'reetintion said, "Good Mend, thie
couesel keep: Strip not Wit(' yoncre
bald to steep."— From the Dutch,
The Home Magazine's Grand Spring Offer)
[YOUR SUPLY OFGARDEN SEEDS FRE,E
C.%
•
THE HOME MAGAZINE FOR ONE YEAR . $1.00 $2.00 Worth for
20 PACKETS OF SEED, YOUR SELECTION . $1.00 $1.00,)
WE want to 
secure subscribers who are interested in Gardening. For the next few months we will make this
unprecedented offer: Send NJ $1. oo fore year's subscription to our magazine and we will send you, as a pre-
mium, postage paid and absolutely 'valuta any cast to you, any zo packets of Garden Seeds you may select
from the printed list below. In all cases the varieties sent will be the newest and best, put up in handsome bags,
with full directions on each and tvarranted to gibe satisfaction. If either the Home Magazine or the weds are not satisfactory,
bre Jodi refund year money.
THE HOME MAGAZINE-is an illustrated monthly for every homelover. No other publication is like it. A
helpful companion for every member of the household, its note is one of inspiration and good cheer. In every issue
appear splendid stories, beautiful illustrations, important feature articles, and the many departments, including Gar-
dening, Home Decoration, Poultry, Dogs, Horses, Music, The Fashions, Home Cooking, etc. We offer this
extraordinary value with the first year's subscription because nets) subscribers invariably become old ones.
Select the zo varieties of seeds wanted and send in your order at once, enclosing Saoo. Put check mark opposite
name of seeds desired.
Address THE HOME MAGAZINE, Indianapolis, Ind.






.... Long, Smooth Blood






.... Large Late Drumhead








.... Cucumber, Ey. Wh. Spine
.... Improved Long Green
.... Boston Pickling
....Egg Plant, Improved Purple
....Indere, Green Curled































....Radish, Ky. Scarlet Turnip
.... French Breakfast
Long Scarlet
.... Early White Turnip
....— Lady Finger











....Turnip, Purple Top Globe
.... Purple Top Strap Leaf
.... Early White Flat Dutch
.... Yellow Aberdeen






• • .. Asters, Best Var.Mixed
..Calliopsis, Best Mixed
....Candytuft, All Colors Mixed
• ...Carnation, Marg. Mixed
• • .. Chrysanthemum, Tricolor
. • .. Clarkia, Red ei Wit, Mixed
• • ..Cosmos, Largest Flowering
• ...Four-O'Clocke, Mixed
• • ..Godetia iSatin Flower)
..Love in a Mist (Magenta
• • ..Marigold, Double Mixed
, .Mignonette, Large Flowerl
. • ..Morning Glory, Tan Mixed
.• Nasturtium, Dwarf Mixed
—...Pansy, Choicest Mixed
.....Petunia, Finest Mixed
. • .. Phlox Drummondi, Mixed
....Pinks, China Pinks Mixed
• , ..Poppy, Double Mixed
Sunflower, C31. Mammoth
• • . . Sweet Peas, Finest Mixed
....Sweet William, Mixed




COLLEGE MEN IN INDUSTRY.
 oSoo•  
Following the recently-published
reports that agents of the great in-
dustrial, railroad, mining and pub-
lic-service corporations have agents
regularly commissioned to discover
and keep close track of the brightest
or most promising undergraduates
in our American colleges and techni-
cal schools with a view to securing
their active services a53 soon as
available or marketable, cornea the
announcement that the Pennsylvania
Rail:rid Company is making special
effort3 to get "apprentices"—so call-
ed, aithough not apprenticed in the
one-tinie significance of, the term—
from among young men with college
training. It has been practically
forced to this policy through exist-
ing and prospective conditions.
In the matter alone of its impreve-
ments and extensions in and about
New Yeek City the Pennsylvania
management sees the increasing
need of operating men and engineers
of experience and judgment. New
places of responsibility are constant-
ly being created that are especially
stilted to men graduated from tech-
nical schools. Similar conditions
exist almost everywhere in the United
States from Canada to Mexico and
from one ocean to the other. The
constreetion of the Panama Canal
does net lessen the demand for this
sort of talient either. *The next de-
cade and a, half promises realization
in engineering construction undream-
ed of before the dawn of the twen-
lieth century. We may speculate
hopefully or otherwiee on * the "col-
lege man in Industry—as A captain
of industry—is going to_dee one-of
the most impressive features of
American life in the Ilext tit:tarter
century.




made prices when you can
get Beal Tailor-Made
clothes, made here at
home. Exclusive patterns





;purely practical or material side of
I the case, a Yale man now in iniddle
life, an attorney of reputation and ex
tensive practice and a lecturer on
special topics betare lawschool c:ass-
es, remarked the other day: ''I
have- stopped giving advice to young
men about a career in the law, medi-
cine, banking, the Christian ,minis-
try, general business or as educators.
A boy of mine considerably under
thirty, to whom I gave a technical-
school education,' Much againit my
own judgment, is today in receipt of
an annual income six Umes as large
as my own and much greeter than I
can ever hope to earn, and has- pros-
pects so bright that they make me
feel like a mummy. He is not ex-
eeptiotally talented, exceptionally
enterprising or exceptionally fortu-
nate. He „simply came onto the mar-
ket with his engineering equipment
at a time when its profitable dispo-
sition was easy—and every day,
every minute, expands his opportu-
nities. I have ceased theorizing.
The new industrial conditions refute




The defeat of the "ocean-mail'
bill—so named by some of its spon-
!Ors in deference to the prejudice
against ship subsidies existing in cer-
tain quarters—was due according to
the Marine Journal of this city, to a
"misrepresentattve, ubpatriotic, de-
St ructive minority in the United
States senate"; and it declares that
ft Just criticism of that minority
"taking the majority by the throat
at the close 'of the recent session"
and thereby defeating the bill "would
not be fit to print."
While these declarations apply' dn
genera: to the solid Democratic mi-
nority in the senate, in the context
of the article Senator Carmack of
Tennessee en ff other southern sna-
tors are made the objects of especial
attack for Tile chief reason, presum-
ably, that they did MOM of the work
In the plan of "talking the bill to
death" under that ancient and much-
abused privilege known as the "costa
teey of the senate." These men cer-
tainly have a scant ap.peeciation of
the needs of their country,and show
themselves unwilling to Record one
particular Industry the governmental
conelderation extended • to all/others
within the territory of the United
States. At the same time, however,
they should be credited with due sin-
cerity in their convictidafe and with
an honest)' of porpoise in the tactics
employed to prevent wliat they re-
gard as an 'Ilaadvised national poli-
cy.
Rot what of the majority In the
mettate that compact bode of pro
tectioniet itapnblicatm prtitessing an
earneet desife for upbuilding the
Ameritan merchant marine and a
firm bettor in the duty of Congress 10
aid in the work, and possessing the
numerical strength to outvote their
opponents and enforce their own will
at any time except when the close ap-
proach of final adjournment Makes
aninutes add even seconds precious
and thus places an effective club in
the hands of the minority? These
men passed the ' Oa:linger nipping
bill ate the last session, to be sure,
and for that they are to be given
due credit. But up to the latest days
of the short session—for fully three
months—they apparently did noth-
ing to bring abOut an understanding
between their own and the house
majority so that action "sin the "ocean
Mail" bill by both chambers could
have been had long before March 4
aud thus neither majoriey have been
placed at the mercy of the minority.
It is the veriest folly for the Re-
publican ship subsidists in the Fifty-
ninth congress to stand ue :Ica and
plead anything, in excuse Or in ex-
planation of their failure to enact
merchaat-marine legislation. They
had a strong working majority in
both branches. Had they only "got-,
ten together" long ago, they could
have successfully defied the free'
ships minority and have had a genu-
ine subeidy law in force and/ opera-
tion today. The Republican house
might easily have passed the Gatlin-
ger bill; the' Republican senate
might 'have passed the Lietauer bill;
or the two majorities might have
framed and passed a compromise
fnettAtire.
The humiliating fact is that the
American merahant marine has for
years been stabbed in the house of
its friends. We may attack as we
will the opposing minority for its
nimbly prejudice and lack of petra
oiism; but a peotectionist-subsidist
majority that is too weak or too-in-
different to enforce its own -will de-
serves criticism and censure in dou-
ble measure.--N. Y. Commercial.
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For the Men who cares.
The Argyle
Florsheim 1907 Oxford
Models are now ready—
diSt,inctive style and solid
comfort are pronounced
features. It is a shoe "for











Clara—I wish I could believe what
be says, but—. Maud —Wits t does
he say? Clara—Why, ,he Ecys he layee
me, and he has known m Only two
dare Maude—Well, perlisps that's
the reason —Philadelphia Inquirer.




You get handaime, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give promt personal at-
tention at all times.
,HARRY ANDERSON, PHONE 915
A Residence Phone
For Five Cents a Day
It will save you twice that much in car' fare, not
counting your time and wasted energy. Talk it
over with the Contract Department—No. 650.
Do it today.
PADUCAH 110ME TELEPHONE CO, Inc.
BusineAs 'Phones "2.50 a month.















Holds out another advantage
to you. Ours is a brand new
store and every drug and
chemical in the stock is fresh
and Ml strength. Eery-
thing 'you would expect to
find in a first-class drug store
is here. None but Registered
Pharmacists wait on the trade,
so you are safe-guarded in
every way. Our telephone
service is prompt and accurate





• "Wii\'• is OW hotel clerk yelling
• 'Facade,' "
"0, he's from Boston. He means
'Fronti"—Washiugtou Herald.
A BABY
Should be sunshine in the home, and
will be if you give it White's Cream
Vermi2uge, the greatest worm medi-
cine ever offered to suffering humanity.
This remedy is becoming the pertria.-
N nent Altura of well-regulated house-
holds. A mother with children can't
get along without a bottle of White's
Cream Verrnifug•e in the house. It Is
the purest and best medicine that
money can boy.'
Sold by 1.11 druggists.
Mr. Nagger—Wee there any silly
idiot hanging reboot you _before 1
proposed to you? Mrs. Naggers—Oh
yes, there was one Mr. Nagger—
Wel), I wish to goodness, you'd mer-
ited him Mrs. Nagger—I -did marry
CUT FLOWERS.
Choice Carnations, per doz. .... 6.0t
Roses, best grade per doz. .. $1.01
Roman Hyaciuths, white, per doz. 5./t
A choice lot of eksieteaa in any
ccaor, just begintsiug to bloom.





rime or Basic Palos. "swollen Joists
'Maim
Tinitotoott THE ntooD
By Botanic Blood Bann (13. EL B.)
There is hop• for the most hopeless
ease of Rheumatiam it the sufferer will
only take Botanic mood Balm (H. B. 11)It invigorates the blood. making itlure and rich, and destroying the ac-
tive poison Of the :blood, which causes
the awful symptoms of Rheumatism.
Leading Srsitsitoome---lione pains, Del-'Inca or shooting pains up And down
the leg; aelitag back or shoulder
blades. swollen Joints or swollen mus-
'des. diffloulty in moving around soyou have to use crutches; blood thin
or skin pale; skin ,Itehes and burns;
shifting pains; bad breath; !whitlow,lumbago, gout, etc. Botanic Blood
Balm (B. B. H.) will 'remove everysymptom. giving quick relief from the, -Bret dose. and IS. B. it. sends a rich't.irirgling flood of warm, rIcalture blood
I,
direct to the paralysed nerves, bonesand Joints, giving warmth and strengthjust where it is needed, and in thisway making a perfeet, lasting cure of
Rheumatism in an 'its forme. B B. R.has made thousands of cures efterl
'Medicines or doctors hove failed tohelp or cure.
Weak. lattellive Kideeys—One of thecauses of letteurnatlein is duo to Inac-tIve• kidneys and bladder. B. IL R.Strengthens weak kid/it-ye and bladder.draining oft all diseased platter and alluric aeld.;.so the urfne derwe freely andnatdralig.
Bottum* Illottd Kelm ill. B. IL) isplea-oaf sod salt to take. Thoronaltlyteeted for an ream l'omproissid of PopoBotaale logredleitta. Sfrestalbetut Weektoomach, eterti Inyerepals. Price Iiper large bottle, at dreg atorea or by
expreaw prepald. Sample free by writ-
ing Mond 
41.1n." 
Atlawits. Ga. Saidla Prolueoh. Ky., btrR. W. Walker at Co.
W. J. Gligiert. loan Piro... Alsey & List.Call or Melte tither sieve
Weigh II I Taking Dr. le Donan's
QUEEN'S ROOT CORDIAL
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By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON.
Author elf The Giros." Ete-
Copyright, l04, by Horner to Brotli•rs
(Continued from Tastesday.)
°HAMER X XXI.
FEW minutes before the cur-
tain fell on the seeond act of
"either Men's lihoes' loader
rose from his seat and made
his apologleti to Lillian.
At any other moment he might have
Pondered over her manner of accept-
ing them—the easy ludifferenee with
which she let him go. ' But vastly
keener issues were claiming his atteu-
eon, isomer whose results were wide
and black.
Ile left the theater and, refusing the
overtures of cabmen, ;et himself to
walk to Cbilcote's house. His face
was hard and emotionless as be hur-
ried forward, but the thaw& in his rniud
fouud expression In the uuevenness of
his pace. To a strong man the con-
fronting of difficulties is never alarm-
ing and Is oftSti fraught with inspira-
tion, but this applies essentially to the
,difficulties evolved through the weak-
ness, the folly or the force of another;
when they arise from within the mat-
ter is of another character. It le In
presence of his own soul, end Is that
presence alene, Viet a men may truly
measure hirriee)f.
As Lotter walked onward, treading
the whale familiar' length of traffic
filled street, he realized for the first
time that he was standing before that
aolegin Oil:stoat—that the hour had
corsie when he mast answer to himself
for himself. The longer and deeper an
Oblivion the more painful the awaken-
ing. For Months the soug of self had
beaten about hitt ears, deadeteng all
othtir sounds; now abruptly, that song
bad ceased, not considerately, not lin-
geringly, hut with a auddeeness that
mi:8(el the succeeding idlence very ter-ri
Ile walked onward, keeping his di-
rertion unseeingly. Ile was paeeing
through the fire as surely as though
actual flames rose about his feet, and
whatever the result, whatever the fiber
of the Ran seho emerged from the or-
dent, the John Loder who had hewn
his way tbrotigh the past weeks would
elkat no More. The triumphant egotist,
the strong man who by his own
strength bail kept his eyes upon one
point, refueing to see In other direc-
tions, had (varied to be.
Keep though it was, his realization
of this crisis In his Ilfe had come with
charaeteristie slowness. Wnen Lillian
Astrupp had given her dictum, when
the music of the - orchestra had ceased
and the certain' risen on the second act
of the play, nothing but a sense of
stupefaction had tilled his mind. In
that mordent the great sorrg was al-
leneed, not by any portentous episode,
notsbyeeny Incident that could have
lent dignity to its end, but, with the
full naeateut4I'ef life's irony, by a trivial
social. commenplace. In the first sen-
sation of blank loss his faculties had
been numbed. In the qnarter of an
hour thgt followed the rise of the cur-
tain he heal sat staring at the stage.
seeing. nething, hearing nothing, filled
with the enormity of the void that sud-
denly surrounded him. Then from
MOM, from eonstibithaual tenteness he
had begun slowly and perseveringly
to draw dolt one thread and then an-
other from the tangle of his thoughts,
to forge with doubt and difficulty the
chain that was to draw him toward the
future.
It Wag upon this same incomplete
and yet tenecious chain that Ids mind
worked as he traversed the remitter
streets and at test gained the house he
had so easily learned to call home.
As lie inserted the intehetey, and felt ,
It move smoothly in the loi-k n momen-
tary revolt avert* his own judgeaeut.
his own censorship, strung him ghat-rile
toward renetion. gut It is only the
blind who etin walk without a tremor '
on the edge of an abyss, and there was
no longer a bandage across his este.
The reaction flared up like a strip of
lighted -paper; then, like a strip of
Ilgeteel reaper, It dropped back to ashes.
He pushed the door open and slowly
crossed the hall.
Ste mennting of a staircase Is often
the index to a man's !Orate of mind. As
Loden nacetided the stays of Chileote's
!mune his sbooldere lacked their stiff-
neer. his head was ne longer erect. He
rimeed as though his feet were weight-
ed. Ile had mdse.' IA he the man of
achievement whose smallest opinion
enamels eollistideration. In the privacy
of enlitnrie lie WAS the mere human flot
cant to whip he had ontce tempered
himself—the flotsam that, dirmuniug It
halt found a harborjsrekee to find itself
the preg of the Incoming tide.
He panted at the nevi of the stairs to
rally his resolutioul. Thew still walk-
ing heavily, he pathed down the mere
dor to ifios'it ronftl. It was euggeetige
of his chnraeter that, having mode his
decision, lie did not daily Over it. per-
fenunnee. Without wilting to knock,
he Owned the handle end walked tato
the roam.
It looked Drecieely ne It elways look
ed. hot to Lodi* the rich, anshrined eel
oring Of books iital flowers—the whole
air of eniturtnuij repose that tile piece
eonveyetP-thenuel to hold a deeper
meaning than before. and It was on the
instant that Miley, eroselag the In-,
aitimate ()Netts. res ' on titelr owner
that the true forte of Is pdlition. the
euorrertte of the task before him. made
itee14. Plain. Realisation came to him
with vivid, overwhelming force, rine it
must be areonnted to hie eredlt la the
!outlining of his qualities that then. in •
that moment of trial, tfht th0111011 of re
treat, the thonght of yielding. did not
Prthelit Itself. •
Eve was aeandIng by the mantel-
piece. She wore a beautiful gown, a
hang string of diatausucts was twisted
about her neck, and her soft, black
hair wpm coiled high after a foreign
fashion and held in place by a large
thatuopil entails As he entered she turn-
ed hastily, almost nervously, and look
ed at him with the rapid: searching
glance he Med learned to expect from
her. Then almost directly her expres-
sion einingee to one of quick concern.
Wtth a•faint exclamation of alarm she
stepped forward.
"What has happened?" she said.
"You look like a glioste
Loder made no answer. Moving into
the room, he paused by the oak table
that stood between the fireplace and
the the.
They made an unconscious tableau
as they stood there—he -with his hard,
set face, she With her beigilteheti col-
or, her inexplicably bright eyes. They
stood completely silent for a spaee—
a spacts that for Loder hold no sugges-
tion of tie. Then, finding the tension
unbearable, Rye epotte again.
"Has anything happened?" she ask-
ed. "le anything wrongr'
Had be been less engrossed the in-
tensity (if her concern might have
struck him, but in a mind so harassed
as his there wait only room for one
consideration —the consideration of
himself. The sense of her question
reached him, but it. significance left
lam uutouched.
"Is tnythIng wrong?" she reiterated
for the- second time.
By an effort he raised his eyes. No
man, he thought, since the beginning
of the world was ever set a task so
cruel as his. Painfully and slowly his
lips parted.
"Everything in the world is wrong,"
he said in a slow, hard voice.
Eve saki nothing, but her color sud-
denly deepened.
Again Lotter was unobservant, but
with the doped revolution that mark-
ed him 1w hatred himself to his task.
"You despise lies," he said at last.
'Tell me what you would think of a
man abase uhole life was one elate
rooted lie." The words were slightly
exaggerated, but their utterance, their
palufully brusque sincerity, precluded
all suggestion of effect Resolutely
holding her gaze, he repeated his ques-
tion.
"Tell me! Answer roe! I want to
know."
Eve' t attitude was difficult to read.
She stood twisting the string of dim
imouls between her fingers.
"Tell me!" he said twain.
She continued to look at him for a
moment; the.u, as if some fresh ine •
pulse moved her, she • turned away
from him tee-ward the tire.
"I cannot." she said. "We— I — I
could not set myself to judge—any
oue."
Loder held himself rigidly In hand.
"Itive." be said quietly. "I was nt
the Arcadinn tonight. The play was
'Other Men's Shoes.' I suppose you've
rend the book 'Other Men's Shoes?'"
She was leaning on the mantelpiece.
and her f-ee was invisible to him.
"Yes, I have read It." she said without
looking round,
"It is the story of an exteiordinare
likeness between two men. Do you be-
Move such a likeneem possible? Im you
think such a Hang eonki exist?" He
spoke with diffieuity. Ills brnin and
tongue both felt numb.
rive let the diamond chain slip from
her lingers. "Yee." she said nervously.
"Yes, I do believe it. Such things have
been"---
Lorier caught at the words. "You're
qijtte right," he -said quickly. "You're
quite right. The thing Is possible. l'A
proved It, I know a man so like me
that you, even you, could not tell us
epee." -
Eve Wks silent, still averting her
face.
lu dire difficulty he labored on.
"Eve," he begun once more. "olio!) a
helpmeet; is a teritme thing-a terrible
danger, a terrible temptation. Those
who have no experience of it cannot
possibly' gauge its pltfalin"-- Again he
paused, but again the snout figure by
the fireplare gave hint no help.
(To be (natinued.)
The present that




We have them in stock
from $1 to $2. Drop in
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want a baking powder for all
purposes. HI-LO is perfect in
biscuit and muffins, makes
flannel and corn cakes as light
as a flake, and excels in the
most delicate of layer cakes,
because the "life of the pow-
der" is slowly liberated into
the dough—thus a "smooth-
ness", the most desirable
element in baking.
Who would not rely on this excel-
lent product? Protected in mokst-
proof tins, conforms with all pure
food laws. State and National.
SOLD AT THE HONEST PRICE
OF A DIME A POUND.
At your grocer's.
Continental Baking Powder Co.
Nashville, . . Tennessee
0
4 PRANK Ole A KING'S DAUGHTER.
Furnished Sensation for (:nests at
lonbassiitlor Tower's )1uoktal
Berlin has been plessurabl) excit-
ed of late over a ball given at the
United States Embassy by Ambassa-
dor and Mrs. Charlemagne Tower. It
was a masked ball, a rare event in
court and cilia:emetic circles, but oil
that acteunt enjoyed all the more by
the dancing set, says the New York
Sun, --- - - -
The Crown Prince of Germany and
his brothers were among the guests.
'They and a number of their associ-
ates appeared in the uniform of
Prussian oMcers of the period of
Frederick the Great.
The Crown Prince's resemblance
in this dress to the portraits of his
gaeat relative was the subject of
general comment. The Crown Prin-
cess and a number of other young
women and girls wore the court cense
tume—sor The-eh-Me period. The PHn-
cess with her hair powdered and in
her tight bodiece, hoops and Deniers
wis remarkably graceful and pretty.'
A feature of the affair was the
costliness of the dresses and the
great display of valuable jewelry.'
It indicated a complete revolution In
Berlin social standards, the news-
papers agree. Even ten years ago'
no such gorgeous and :aeish display
would have been possible.
One of the most admired ornaments
was a magnificent collar of emeralds.
It aroused all the more comment be-
cause it wag not a woman who wore
it. It. was the finishing touch to the_ _
costume of Prince Guido von Hen-CHANNEL TUNNEL PLAN KUIALlaii ckle-Donnersmarck, who appeared in
the charaster of a NetherlandishEnglish Goverument Tunes Down councillor
P roject for a Bore to France. I 
His costume was copied from a
picture Franz Ha's. The Prince isLondon, March 2.5.— The revived
tone of the rchest of German meg-project of tunneling the Englishinetes and his display of jewelry was
Ii
Channel received its death blow, 'at
least for a long time to come, by
the announcement of the govern-
ment's well considered decision
against the enterrrerse in parliament
today. Premier Campbell-Banner-
mann in the house of commons and
the Earl of Crewe, lord president of
the council, in the house of lords,
made identical annouraemente to
this effect, which were approved by
the opposition in both houses. It is
understood that the bill will now be
withdrawn.
The premier, in announcing his
decision, said:
"Even if the military dangers
could be guarded against completely,
there would be a feeling of insecuri-
ty, leading to constant demands for
Inereased naval and military expend-
iture rind creating a Teeling of alarm
injurious to the country's commer-
cial and political interests."
The annual army bill was passed
by the commons today, after a ses-
sion -which began at 2 p. m. yester-
day, lasting nearly 28 hours. The
long session was caused by the ob-
structive tactics of the opposition.
The premier announced the session
would not adjourn until the bill was
passed, and at last the opposition
nermItteg the rneasu re to go
through.
A Humane Appeal.
A humane citizen of Richmond
Ind., Mr. D. Williams, 107 West
Main St., sayk: "I appeal to all pea
sons with weak lungs to take Dr.
King's New Discovery, the only reme-
dy that has helped me and fully
conaes up to the proprtetor's recom-
mendation." It saves more lives that
other throat and lung reruedies
put together. Used as cough and cold
cure the world over. Cures asthma,
bronchitis, croup, whooping cough,
quinsy, hoarseness, and phthisie,
stops hernorrhagee of the lung's ant
builds teem up. Guaranteed at all
druggiste. 60o and $1.00. Trial
bottle free.
FATAL FrIlle.
Cincinnati, March — Fin.,
it hick started from au explosion
in the plant of the Ohio Valley
Printing company in the rear of
file St. hotel, this morn-
lag, caused greet excitement
among theegueets. The tire wan
eonfitted to the building in oiled]
It started. It was gutted.
George Flora, en engineer, one
burned and will die. .‘nothee
man was struck by a falling fire
e.t.a's. and his skull fractured.
DON'T COMPLAIN.
If your chest pAine and you are un-
able to sleep beenliFe of a cough, buy
bottle of Bollerd'e Horehound Ryrpp
and you won't have any cough. Get a
bottle now and that cough will notteat long. A cure for all pulmonary
di . Writ. .1—, flaivextort.
writes. "/ can't Fey enough for Bal-
lard'. Horehound syrup The relief Itham given me all that is necessaryfor me. to say"
Sold by all druggists.
"I figure that arivertieing coats me
a eouple of Rem:sand dolare a year
more than I can afford -- ." "What
are youlalking about? You don't ad-
vertise." "No, but she deitartmoni
stores eto. and tny wife !sax (he bor-
math 'aranit."--Phdledelithia Press
If a man would :earn to pray, let
him go to sea. --From the French.
-




equalled only by the diamonds worn
by Mrs. Vanderbilt, who was also
present.
The sensation of t6e ball was fur-
nished by a comic cabman. He was a
typical second-class Cab driver. He
took his whip with him into the bell-
room.
His rig was taken from life; his
note was bulbous and suspiciously
red. His manners were clumsy_ and
and uncouth as he danced witS the
women and joked with the mete
Everyone's curiosity was excited and
all the names of possible young so-
ciety men were canvassed but none
seemed to fit the jolly cabman.
When unmasking time came the
cabman shed his entire rig on the
!relit:nom floor and emerged froffr it
a rotund, smiting, pretty' peasant
woman of the well-to-do farming
class, so far as her costume indicated.
But the shout of delight which went
up all over the ballroom, which she
acknowledged with a series of smil-
ing courtesies, showed that the fair
Masker-shed been recognized as the
Princess Pauline zu VISied, the onlY
daughter of the King of Wurtemberg.
ALICE ROOSEVELT'S WEDDINGWas something to be recorded in theannals or history. Herbine has beenacknowledged the greatest of liverregulators. A positive cure for BiliousHeadaches, Constipation, chins andFever and all liver complaints. L, C.Smith, Little Rock, Ark.. writes:"Ilerbine is the greatest liver medicineknown. Have used it for years. Itdoes the work."
Sold by all druggists.
TWO KILLED.
Portiatiouth, 0., March 2.1.
Fireman Hutton was killed and
htligincer Htiwsier, fatally hurt
in a rear end collision of two
Norfolk and Western freight
trains near here today. The ince
were hurled under their engine,
which was overturned.
A Square Deal
Is assured you when you buy Dr. Pierre'
famiiy medicines—for all the ingredi-
ents entering into them are printed on
the bottle-erappere and their formulas
are attested under oath as being complete
aud correct. You k now jiett, a net you arc
paying ko and that...kilo -111greditenif. ere
gathered from Nature sjeberatory, bottpg
elected from the most vain:thee native
medicinal roots found growing in our
-American fores hile potent to cure
are per liar to the meal
delicate woe, a ill( Nut a drop
it • s ,,-fi
arffIldfUlnIfIERPOldigIBIMIAllilli •
till' • . • • la loriantrinarti
• c C. U.  v
• • me, agen 
of 1 e properdes its own.bring a most valuable antisetale and anti-
ferment, nutritive and soothing demul,
cent.
illyrerine plays an important part in
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery in
the cure of indigestlen, dyspepeis and
weak stomach, attended by rout risings,
hearteburn, foul breath. coated tongue,
poor appetite, gnawing feeling in stom-
ach, biliotisnees and kindred derange-
mental of the stomach, liver and 'entre..
111101eute, Ille"Go en Medical Discovety*
Besides curing the ahove isirt.s.ipg
14 a specific for all diseases of the mucous
membranes, as catarrh, whether of this
nasal passages or of the stomach, bowels
or pelvic organs. Even in ith ulcerative
stages It will yield to this sovereign rem-
edy If its use be persevered in. lp Chronic
Catarrh of the passages, it is well,
while taking t 'Golden 'Medical Dis-
covery " for the necessary constitutiouel
treatment, to cleanse the passages freely
IS or tiff:* times a day with 1)r. Sages
Catarrh Assedy. This thorough course
ot troatthillth,fpneri,11,y cures the worst
•In ef eiG4441 byrine.
',wipe ion
Medical 444iff. •
et/Y. es:v.0611r in 101ethi





covigrat 1, in of
T9e-Dis"
acute esteem aris-ing from sudden colds, nor must It be ex-ported to cure coesuwWnIii Is. advancedstse=opwl=itr de that—but tor all














IJut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st,
Gold Shell Crowns 113.50




Cut this coupon out and bring
It with you, it is worth $1.00.
Each person is limited to one
coupon for each job of plate or






Once noon a time there lived a
City Citizen who drudged hard and
had nothing to show for his pains ex-
cept a few fancy fetithers qp his wije:ts
hat. "Oh for a home in the country,"
he sighed. "This tear and rattle
and unceasing toll don't pay. I would
giee all I possess for a little yellow
house with grass around it, a cow,
some chickens, and a few real flowers
It would be heaven indeed to walk
across one's own meadow of an even-
ing and watch the sun sink beneath
the western hill." And he longed
and longed and longed.
Not far from the metropolis time
we:t a Rural Resident. The Rural
Resident existed in a little ellow
honse wail green around -It; further-
more he etrjoyed the possession,of
cow, some thickens, and any amount
of flowers. He labored from ennrlae
to moonrise, and read magazines in
the evening. -"For Mine," he wailed.
"the clang and glitter of Broadway.
Wouldn't it be just fine to sit in one's
own apartment, with an electric ele-
vator, a private telephone. and a
Marble quarry in the front hall.
Theaters two miles away. One.hund-
red human beings under the same
roof! That's life."
They advertised.
The City Citizen bought the little
yellow house and gave in exchange
the trappings of his apartment: He
went to live with the cow. And the
Aural Resident journeyed to New
York.
Inside of six weeks each offered the
other---their lepers crossing In the
mall—about nineteen ineueements
to swap hack again. The night the
City Citizen returned to the city he
rushed for a chophouse and ordered
four rabbits. The Rattle evening
they found the Rural Resident with
his arms encircling the cow's neck.
For very joy he refused to tet go.
And they lived happlAr ever otter.
Moral: The other fellow only
seems to have the best of 11.—N'. Y.
Times.
The new custome tariff of Japan.
which went into Mime on October 1.
has atimillated the promotion of




Rates Vs Day. Ever)ibiag 0 1
Its. I A. Ladino, filleleinuf
11 HENRY MAMMEN, JR.
TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.
Book Binding, Bank Work. Legal
and Library Work a specialty.
The way a estifinecle man makes





D. A. Bailey, l'rop.
Newest and beat hotel in the city.
Rates $2.00. Two large sample
rooms. Bath rooms, Electric Lights.





Plying between Memphis, Evans-
ville. Louisville, Cincinnati, S. t.
Louis and Vicksburg. Leaves
Memphis every Tuesday for
Evansville. Louisville and Cin-
cinnati. Leave Cincinnati every
Wednesday for St. Louis, Mem-
phis and Vick.sburg. Pass Padu-
cah going up every Thursday.
Pass l'aducah going down every
Saturday.








Leaves Paducah For Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
I. W. WRIGHT, Masten
EUGENE ROBINSON, Clerk
This company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collected




?AMC 312419 Irsasset, cat titiriliti27 College* in 15 States POSITioregi is-tired or money itISPUNDRD Also teach aymalt_ Catalogue will convince you v.•






Evansville and Packscah Packet*.
(Daisy Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Paducah to Evansville and




Leaves Pat:acah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m. sharpe, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now In effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table un-
surpassed .
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, ti
Fow ler-Crura baugh & Co'a tilts
Both phone- Wo It.
-.. _
NEW SVIIIICTtIBEIfl&
of new subscribers added by
Ube Sant Tennassre Telephone Coe.
paay today:
(IS-a -Smith and Butze. Bus.,
1709 Meyers.
1560—Greif, Henry. Res., 423
C:ay St.
2342—Rogers, I:ula, Res., 500
Elizabeth St.
3543 -Benner, Mrs. A., Res. 819
South Fourth street.
764 a---Grief, John, shoe.
Washington
We have 111 the efry over 3,000
318
sub.
wribers or five times as many as the
Independent °meaty; outside the
city and within the county we have
61 times as many subscribers as (tie
Independent company. Yet it will
place a telephone in your residence
at the same rate the independent Corn
pany is supposed to charge, and pro-
vide in addition, long distance tient-
tte• which willteitable yatt to reach
fully fifty Militia pool* Inas Jaw
Mane.























The Policy of the House of Weill,! is Absolute Integrity-Satisfaction-Accom
mo-
dation, With the Purpose of Winning and Holding the Confidence of Every Per
son
Who Enters Its Doors. 0 4 4 4 4 4) 4) 4 4 4
•
TIM PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
▪ • 41.•.••„.



















Ushering in the Latest Innovations and Most Approved Styles for Spring
IF STATISTICS and our memory serve us right it is the most varied and the most represen-
tativet  collection of Men's and Boys' Garments which we ever presented. The models are
entirely new. What is more important, they are authoritative; and still we have permitted
neither of these factors to influence our prices. They are altogether modest.
We cannot confine ourselves to any one style, there is such a host of new
things. Fashion has about made up its mind and set its seal on what's to
be correct, and we print below just a few of the dominant notes:
The House of Weille Specializing Clothes of Class
THE PORTLAND-A long peak. three
button sack, with blind vents, one of the real
snappy styles, in young men's suits, which
we show in a variety of gray and brown tones.
Priced from $10 to $40
THE YALE-Another of the popular
three button college molleis made with long
lapels and Wide plaits in Herringbone effects.
Gun Club cheeks and a variety of smart pat-
terns. Priced from $10 to $40
THE HOPKINS-Another of the popu-
lar three button sack suits, made with ex-
treme sweep and center vent, made up in line,
French Worsteds, in brown, gray and blue
tones. Priced from ___4_.$7.50 to $35
THE VARSITY-A 33 inch two-but-
ton sack' suit model, made with an English
back and cuffed sleeve; fancy pattern velours
and gray elan plaids; the swell young man's
suit; priced from.  $10 to $45
THE WARWICK-A new four-button
sack with plain French back; one of the real
swell models of the season; it's in a variety
of striking weaves, richly tailbred and priced
f ro . St.50 to S5
THE SUFFOLK-A two-button double
breasted model, form fitting and flare bot-
tom; it's one of the entreme styles that will
be popular in the large cities this season;
priced from. to $45
Favored Smart Spring Furnishings
EXCLUSIVELY fashioned Manhattan, E. & 
W. and Emery Shirts, entirely new weaving ideas, shown in no
other stock: plaited and plain fronts, plain or coat styles; figured effects and lightly traced stripes,
 woven
madras treatments that are absolutely unique; shirts in any sleeve lengths and in any proportion
 to fit men who
have hitherto been tied to made-to-order garments, a price range from $1.00 to $5.00.
New Neckwear Creations
The Neckwear specialties shown
for Easter comprise the newest crea-
tions of the great silk looms. Scotch
and Shepherd Plaids and the sea-
son's bright-est ideas in all the ac-
cepted colorings---the new Four-in-
Hard., Batswings and 'the latest
novelty for the told collar, "THE
YALE," makes its first appearance
in Paducah.
Faultless Spring Footwear
, We are showing all the late shapes
in Oxfords and high-cut Shoes made
by the world-famous designers of
Nettleton, Stacy-Adams and Barry,
perfectly combining beauty and coT.-
fort. The standard maintained lir
this department is fully in keeping
with the "one throughout the es-
tablichniint  $3.50 to $7
Correct Spring Hat Styles 
The authoritative styles ji Derbies
for Spring in the. new Soft Hat
Novelties are attracting a world of
favorable comment among men of
state. Graceful shapes and refined
colorings predominate. It's easy to
find a hat at Weille's this spring
which will meet with your instant
approval.
Most Far.Reaching Juvenile Style Show Ever Held in Paducah
Bearing Evidence of the Limitless Resources of the House of Weille in the Field of Quality of Juvenile Apparel
•
Our Children's Department in style and variety is undoubtedly the greatest in the history of the House of
Weillc. E;erything the little man could wish for is here-Crays, Overplaids, Check', Shepherd Plaids, Stripes,
Shadow Weaves, Blue Sergei and a magnificent showing of the extreme new shades in Brown. They come in
Norfolk and Plain Jackets, Bloomer and Plain Trousers, $2.00 to $10.00. There is also an endless variety of
novelty suits in Peter Pan, Russian Blouse-, Buddy Tucker and Sailor, ages 2 1:2 to 7 years, priced from $9 00 to
$10.00. Our Wash Suits are shown in every conceivable style and colorir.g; priced very modestly.
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I Confirmation SnitsWe have made ape-
preparation for the im-
portant
season. .
- High grade blue and
black materials in three-
,4. piece doable breasted,
2-piece double breasted
Norfolks with plaiii or
I
knieker pants;' black
clay worsteds, blue ser-
•gcs and wool thibits far
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